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This thesis analyses the possibility of reducing vehicle fuel consumption by

improving engine thermomanagement. It proposes a solution for advanced

temperature control. In conventional applications, combustion engine cooling

systems are designed to guarantee sufficient heat removal at full load. The

cooling pump is belt-driven by the combustion engine crankshaft, resulting in

a direct coupling of engine and cooling pump speed. It is dimensioned such

that it can guarantee adequate performances over the whole engine speed

range. This causes an excessive flow of cooling fluid at part-load conditions

and at engine cold start. This negatively affects the engine efficiency and, as a

consequence, the overall fuel consumption. Moreover, state-of-the-art cooling

systems allow the control of the coolant temperature only by expansion ther¬

mostats (usually solid-to-liquid phase wax actuators). The resulting cooling

temperature does not permit to optimise engine efficiency.

In this work an active control of the coolant flow as well as of the coolant

temperature has been realized using an electrical cooling pump and an electri¬

cally driven valve which controls the flow distribution between the radiator

and its bypass. For this purpose the whole cooling system has been modelled.

Model based feedforward and feedback controls of coolant temperature and

flow have been designed and tested.

The improvements obtained with the proposed configuration in terms of fuel

consumption reduction have been measured on a dynamic test bench. Both

engine cold start under stationary engine operation and the European Driving

Cycle MVEG-A in case of engine cold start have been tested. The fuel con¬

sumption reductions achieved vary between 2.8% and 4.5% depending on the

engine operating conditions. Compared to vehicle mass reduction or internal

engine improvements engine thermomanagement is a simple and flexible

solution which should be taken into account for its low realization costs.
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Zusammenfassung

Die vorliegende Arbeit befasst sich mit der Optimierung des Thermomana¬

gements von Verbrennungsmotoren mit dem Ziel einer Verbrauchsreduktion.

Tn konventionellen Anwendungen wird die Kühlmittelpumpe mittels eines

Riemenantriebes direkt vom Motor angetrieben. Das Kühlsystem muss

gewährleisten, dass auch unter extremen thermischen Bedingungen (Vollast

bei Nenndrehzahl) genügend Wärme abgeführt werden kann. Durch die

direkte Kopplung von Motor- und Pumpendrehzahl über den Riemenantrieb

ist die Kühlleistung beim Teillastbetrieb mehrfach überdimensioniert.

Dadurch wird der Motorwirkungsgrad verschlechtert, was eine Erhöhung des

Brennstoffverbrauchs verursacht. Die konventionelle Regelung der Kühlmit¬

teltemperatur wird mittel eines Thermostats ("expansion-element wax actua¬

tor") realisiert. Der Öffnungsgrad des Thermostats regelt den Kühlmittelstrom

durch den Kühler und damit die vom System abzuführende Wärmemenge. Die

resultierende Kühlmitteltemperatur ist für normale Betriebsbedingungen

(z. B. im MVEG-A Test-Zyklus) in allgemein nicht optimal.

Thema dieser Arbeit ist eine aktive Regelung sowohl des Kühlmittelstroms

durch eine elektrische statt mechanische Kühlmittelpumpe als auch der Kühl¬

mitteltemperatur durch ein regelbares Ventil anstatt eines Thermostats. Eine

modellbasierte Regelung erfordert eine Modellierung des Gesamtsystems mit

allen Komponenten. Das Modell wird anhand von Prüfstandsmessungen vali¬

diert und für den Entwurf verschiedener Regler verwendet.

Durch die Verwendung des vorgeschlagenen Thermomanagements kann

eine Verbrauchssenkung von ca. 3% bei thermisch stationären Betriebsbedin¬

gungen bei Teillast erreicht werden. Zusätzlich verkürzt das Thermomanage¬
ment die Kaltstartdauer. Die daraus resultierende VerbrauchsSenkung wird bei

konstanter Last und Drehzahl im Bereich von 2.8% bis 4.5% gemessen. Kalt¬

startmessungen von MVEG-A Zyklen ergaben einen Verbrauchsvorteil von

ca. 3%. Im Vergleich zu Massnahmen wie Gewichtsreduktion oder innermo¬

torischer Optimierung stellt das vorgeschlagene System eine sowohl kos¬

tengünstige als auch flexible Methode der Verbrauchssenkung dar.
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XV

Notations

1. Symbols

A area [m2]

cl cylinder wall thickness [m]

CP heat capacity [Jkg-lK

D cylinder diameter [m]

Gc controller transfer function H

m mass [kg]

m
mass flow [kgs"1]

n rotational speed [min ]

H cylinder stroke [m]

HF fuel heating value [Jkg4]

P power [W]

Q heat flow [W]

T temperature [°C]

T torque [Nm]

u input [-]

V velocity [ins ]

vd displaced cylinder volume [m3]

V volume [m3]

X position [m]

y output [-]

z number of crank revolutions per power stroke H

zc number of cylinder [-]
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a coolant heat transfer coefficient

n efficiency

nv boost pressure ratio

X thermal conductivity

XA/F air to fuel ratio

X delay

CO angular speed

2. Subscripts

amb ambient

c coolant

c, eb from the coolant to the engine block

DES desired value

eb engine block

eng, in coolant entering the engine

eng, out coolant leaving the engine

ex, eb from the exhaust gases to the engine block

f fuel

8 gas

g,w from the gas in cylinder to the wall

ICE internal combustion engine

if internal friction

irr irradiation

mix mixing point bypass / radiator

r, in coolant entering the radiator

r, out coolant leaving the radiator

w cylinder wall

w, c from the wall to the coolant

LWm-2K_1l

[-]

H

[Wm_1K"ll

[-1

[si

[rads ]
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3. Notation

difference

Flux or flow

Derivative in time

4. Abbreviations, Acronyms

ABS Assisted Braking System

bmep break mean effective pressure

fmep friction mean effective pressure

ICE Internal Combustion Engine

fuel mep fuel mean effective pressure

mep mean effective pressure
T~~l /"I'l—*

City part of NEDC

EGR Exhaust Gas Recirculation

NEDC New European Driving Cycle

EUDC Extra Urban Driving Cycle

MVEG Motor Vehicle Emissions Group

WOT Wide Open Throttle

A

dt
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The importance of individual mobility, especially by means of automotive

vehicles, has grown considerably in the past decades to the point where it is

now an inevitable part of our daily life. The use of motorized vehicles in urban

traffic conditions, where the engine is operated in part load conditions, has

increased conspicuously over the last years. Tn addition, almost 30% of the

distances covered by car during a single ride are shorter than 5 km ([4]), which

increases the frequency of engine cold starts. Both part load and cold start

operating conditions negatively affect engine efficiency by increasing the fuel

consumption of the vehicle ([41]).

Simultaneously, due to an increased awareness of damage to the environ¬

ment and to the pressure imposed by legislation, resources are increasingly

being allocated to research focusing on the reduction of fuel consumption and

of emissions. These targets are particularly relevant when urban driving condi¬

tions are considered. In this context small and light vehicles that are typically
used for short distances assume a particularly eminent role.

Various solutions have been proposed for the achievement of these goals,

and significant results have been obtained. An overview of the most signifi¬

cant measures taken to reduce fuel consumption is given in the following par¬

agraph. Nevertheless, the potential offered in these fields has not yet been

exhausted. The present work focuses on the contribution to the reduction of

fuel consumption that can be achieved by improving engine thermomanage¬

ment.
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1.1 Methods for the reduction of fuel consumption

A great number of methods have already been studied in order to reduce

vehicle fuel consumption. They can be divided into measures for the improve¬
ment of the efficiency of internal combustion (IC) engines, such as ther¬

momanagement, supercharging, or variable valve timing, and in proposals for

the improvement of the global powertrain efficiency, such as energy manage¬

ment concepts or hybrid concepts. An overview of some of these methods as

well as an indication of the main topics of this work are given in Fig. 1-1.

One of the characteristics of IC engines is that they suffer from different

losses (thermal, mechanical, etc.). Engine efficiency can be expressed by the

relation between brake mean effective pressure and fuel mean effective pres¬

sure:

bmep
n =

r j
(1-1)

fuel mep

The brake mean effective pressure bmep is obtained by dividing the work

per cycle by the cylinder volume displacement:

P • z

bmep = -—S (1.2)
yd'n

while the fuel mean effective pressure fuel mep is the fuel energy released

per cylinder volume displacement:

Z mj-
• Hr

fuel mep = ——^ .

Vd n

Each energy transformation is characterized by its efficiency. The Willans

approach correlates the provided and delivered power for a defined energy

transformation ([37]). This representation is often used for combustion
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engines, where for a constant engine speed the brake mean effective pressure

shows an affine correlation with the fuel mean effective pressure. The graphi¬

cal representation of the Willans approach is given in Fig. 1-2.

bmep A
Engine operating range during
MVEG-A test cycle

n = 0.5

il = 0.3

fuel mep

>mep0(©,CE)

Figure 1-2: Willans representation of engine efficiency

The fuel conversion efficiency for conventional, naturally aspirated engines
at wide-open-throttle (WOT) operating conditions varies between 0.31 and

0.34, which also represents their best value ([411, Ch. 2). Radical enhance¬

ments of this value in the future are unlikely. As shown in Fig. 1-2, however,

the average efficiency of IC engines drops to values between 0.1 and 0.2 dur¬

ing the New European Driving Cycle (MVEG-A, see Appendix A), due to the

very low engine loads.

In the Willans representation it is also possible to see that in order to deliver

a positive bmep the engine internal friction, represented by bmepç., is to be

compensated first. Two main components of friction are present in IC engines:

1. mechanical friction, needed to overcome the resistance to the relative

motion of all the moving parts of the engine (valve train, piston,

rings, pins, rods, crankshaft, and seals)
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2. auxiliaries work, used for driving the engine auxiliaries (water pump,

oil pump, generator, power steering pump, fan, and, as the case may

be, the air conditioner).

The cumulative distribution of the two different components of friction for

an engine with a displacement of 2 litres is plotted in Fig. 1-3 ([4], [30], [36],

[41], Ch. 13).

3
i i i i r

,__, air conditioning
ro
X2 /* compressor

CD
^-° power steering

pump

CD
js y/^ s

cooling pump
iZ o

Q.
^

CD oil pump

o
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1 • \D

-

H—

CD ^~—~~^~~^ j^ jS*?*'":,":, :i:'ih~"^*gS0iE$
C *~-"~'^. y^J^^^X::/:->S:u^^^fl0$Éà

mea —L ^<^liilaiiÉ^^ttMRMfeR mechanical
c

o _^;^<^^^^^^te^jÄMMtt§il friction
-t—'

£0.5

i

0
1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000

engine speed [rpm]

Figure 1-3: Friction mean effective pressure for a mid-size engine

The mechanical friction component is a function of engine speed. Due to

viscosity variations of the lubricating oil with its temperature, mechanical fric¬

tion also depends on engine and oil temperature.

One of the main tasks of engine thermomanagement is to maintain the tem¬

perature of the coolant as well as of the lubricating oil at a defined level.

Unfortunately, especially during engine cold start and part load operating con¬

ditions the conventional cooling system cannot guarantee the optimal temper-
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ature level. The aim of this work is therefore the development of an improved

cooling system capable of raising the engine efficiency in the engine operating

conditions mentioned by properly controlling the coolant temperature.

As visible in Fig. 1-3 further sources of engine internal friction are the vari¬

ous engine auxiliaries necessary for proper engine operation. With exception
of the air conditioning compressor, which is provided with a clutch, all of the

auxiliaries are rigidly coupled with the engine crankshaft since they are belt-

driven. In Fig. 1 -3 the air conditioner average operating time has been consid¬

ered for the calculation of the corresponding engine mean effective pressure

([301). The auxiliaries have to be designed such as to guarantee adequate per¬

formance over the whole engine speed range. However, since belt-driven by

the engine, they are optimally operated only over a limited range of engine

speeds. For instance the direct coupling between engine and cooling pump

speeds results in an excessive flow of cooling fluid at part load conditions and

at engine cold start. This negatively affects the engine efficiency and, as a con¬

sequence, the overall fuel consumption ([3], [4], [26], [47]).

A possible solution to this problem is the "beltless engine" ([36], [78])
where all the conventionally belt-driven auxiliaries are electrified. Since they
no longer are coupled to the engine speed, they can run strictly at their opti¬
mum operating point. The amount of engine-internal friction is therefore

reduced. In the present work the electrification of the cooling pump is consid¬

ered. The control of the cooling pump is part of the thermomanagement con¬

cept proposed.

The electrification of conventionally belt-driven auxiliary devices is justified

by other considerations as well. Indeed, in the last years devices for the

improvement of driver comfort, such as power assisted steering and air condi¬

tioning, as well as those for the increased safety of the occupants, such as air-

bags and ABS (Assisted Braking System), have ceased to be exclusive

characteristics of top-of-the-line vehicles but are being installed in small pas¬

senger cars, too. The growth in the complexity as well as in the number of

auxiliary devices does not seem to have an immediate end and it is thus

responsible for a renewed increase in fuel consumption ([36], [72]). Conven¬

tional alternators are hardly capable of producing more than 2.5 KW of power

with an average efficiency of ca. 50% (( 10], [61]). As a consequence, they can
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no longer comply with the increased power demands of the auxiliary devices.

As one alternative, a powerful (>6-J0 KW) asynchronous machine directly

linked to the crankshaft can achieve efficiencies higher than 80% ([78]). In

consideration of this, a new energy management for the auxiliaries has to be

developed. The higher power available and the higher efficiencies achieved in

the production of electrical energy are favourable to the electrification of con¬

ventionally belt-driven devices. Other auxiliary devices, like the air condi¬

tioner ([70]) or the steering assistance ([13], [23 J, [60], [70]) can be electrified

as well.

In order to limit the level of electrical currents in a more powerful electrical

system it is planned to raise the electrical voltage in automotive applications
from 12V to 42V ([63], [78]). Volt ages above that level are not recommended

because of safety problems.

One of the reasons for the low engine efficiency at part load is the fact that at

a fixed throttle position the throttle open area is reduced. The air flow is thus

limited and the pumping component of the total friction increases, decreasing
the mechanical efficiency of the engine. Unfortunately, due to the considera¬

tion of the average operating conditions, internal combustion engines have

conventionally been over-dimensioned in automotive applications in order to

guarantee sufficient power reserves (e.g. for uphill routes or when overtaking
is required), which normally are exploited only for short times.

The specifications of the engine used for the experiments in this thesis work

are given in Chapter 2 and in Appendix A. In order to improve the engine per¬

formances at part load, an engine supercharged by a pressure wave super¬

charging device ([2], [39]) is considered.

1.2 Importance of heat transfer

During combustion in the cylinder, the burning gases can reach peak temper¬

atures of 2500 K. The maximum temperatures of the metal components of the

engine must remain far below this value. Therefore cylinder head and cylinder
liner must be cooled. For this reason the heat flux during the combustion

period can be substantial, although during the rest of the operating cycle it
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drops to almost zero. The heat flux varies considerably, not only depending on

the operating phase but also on the location along the chamber wall. In regions

with high heat flux thermal stress must be held below levels that would cause

fatigue cracking. In addition the gas side surface of the cylinder wall must be

maintained below 180 °C in order to guarantee the integrity of the lubricating

oil film and to avoid excessive engine wear ([41], Ch. 12, [41).

A proper heat transfer is not only necessary to maintain the integrity of the

engine components, but it also affects engine performance, efficiency, and

emissions. For a given mass of fuel within the cylinder, the work per cycle to

the piston is influenced by the average gas temperature and pressure. An

excessive heat transfer to the combustion chamber wall caused by excessively
low wall temperatures will therefore have a negative influence on the engine

performance. In addition friction, responsible for a part of the engine losses, is

also influenced by the temperature of the cylinder wall and of the engine com¬

ponents more generally (see Chapter 2.2.1). The temperature of the cylinder
liner is accountable for the temperature of the oil film lubricating the piston
and its rings, and as a consequence for its viscosity. Reducing engine internal

friction (see Chapter 1.1) is of considerable importance when improvements
of engine efficiency are desired ([3], [4], [47], [50], [76]).

1.2.1 Engine energy balance

-1;

Although heat flux from the burning gases to the chamber walls Q
w

and

from there to the various parts of the engine strongly varies during the'engine
operating process and along the cylinder wall, earlier investigations have

shown that assuming the heat transfer process to be quasi steady is sufficiently
accurate for describing the global thermal behaviour of the engine ((41], Ch.

12, [42], [65]).

Fig. 1-4 shows the heat flow partitioning over the engine in case of steady-
state operating conditions. The heat developed during the combustion process

mf
' &IHV *s usec* *or me Pr°duction of the brake power, Pb, while a consid¬

erable part is dissipated as exhaust gas enthalpy H .
A portion of the heat

developed during the combustion, finally, is transferred to the chamber wall

and has to be taken away by the coolant Q .
In addition, the coolant is respon¬

sible for the removal of the heat produced by means of engine internal friction
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Qc.e

c, eb

Qe\,el

Qc

i.

mf
" Qlhv H.,

Qlf

Figure 1-4: Energy flow diagram

* *

Qlf as well as for part of the exhaust gas enthalpy Qe% eb.
The distribution

between the different terms mentioned above of the heat produced during the

combustion depends furthermore on the particular engine operating point con¬

sidered. For this purpose, experimental data are shown in Fig. 1-5 describing

the brake power and the coolant load as a percentage of the fuel heating value

for two different engine loads. The remaining components of the heat pro¬

duced during combustion such as exhaust enthalpy, exhaust enthalpy due to

incomplete combustion, or irradiation are not explicitly plotted in Fig. 1-5.

The data are obtained from the engine fuel map shown in Fig. 4-2 and from

measurements of the heat removed by the coolant:

Qc = Coc mc (Te -T )

ng, out eng, inJ

plotted in Fig. 1-6. As Fig. 1-5 shows, when the engine works in extreme part-

load conditions (e.g. 2 bar) only 20% of the heat produced during combustion

is used for the production of brake power, while 20 to 25% of the heat is

removed by the coolant, depending on the engine speed. The percentage dis¬

tribution is more favorable when higher loads are considered. A larger part of

the heat produced during combustion is transformed into brake power and

only 15 to 20% of the total heat needs to be removed by the coolant (see also

[41], Ch. 12, [48], [75]).
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In Fig. 1-5 it is also evident that the percentage of the coolant load not only

depends on the engine load but also on its speed. Indeed, the data plotted are

based on a conventional configuration of the cooling system, where the cool¬

ant flow is not optimised for each engine speed but designed to remove

enough heat at engine full load and speed. The resulting overcooling at low

speeds and loads is visible in the fact that the percentage of coolant load is

higher for low engine loads and speeds.

These considerations show the relevance of the analysis of the thermoman¬

agement of the engine during part load operating conditions.

1.2.2 Other benefits

The cylinder wall and in-cylinder temperatures during and after the combus¬

tion process are of great importance for the chemical composition of the emis¬

sions. In a cold engine, when fuel vaporization is slow, the fuel flow is

increased to provide an easily combustible rich air/fuel mixture in the cylinder

([41], Ch. 11). Thus, until the engine warms up and this enrichment is

removed, CO (carbon monoxide) and HC (hydrocarbon) emissions are high.
A quicker engine warm-up therefore also positively affects emissions. In addi¬

tion, the coolant temperature influences HC and NO (nitrogen oxides) emis¬

sions also during steady-state engine operating conditions. In this context

literature data relative to a decrease of HC with increasing coolant tempera¬
tures are available ([45], [46], [58]). In particular, some experiments ([56])
demonstrate a 30% decrease of HC when the coolant temperature is increased

from 62 to 108°C. The reason can be found in the fact that the piston top-land
crevice decreases in size due to the higher thermal expansion of the alumin¬

ium piston relative to the cast-iron bore. The density of the gas in the crevice

also decreases due to the higher temperatures. Finally, the solubility of fuel

species in the oil layer decreases exponentially with temperature ([64]). Nev¬

ertheless, NO emissions increase by approximately 15% over the same cool¬

ant temperature range. The reason can be found in the fact that higher gas

temperatures due to mcreased coolant temperatures produce a faster burn and

increase the peak pressure.
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1.3 Methods for improving engine thermomanagement

The accurate design of the coolant jackets in the engine cylinder head is also

known as "precise cooling" ([14]). It allows a reduction of the mass of coolant

in the system, thus shortening the duration of engine warm-up and reducing

the wear of engine components due to lower thermal distortion. Nevertheless,

this costly method of improving engine thermomanagement was not consid¬

ered in this work. Indeed, the approach taken here does not require any modi¬

fication in the engine coolant jackets.

The present work deals with issues related to the liquid cooling of SI

engines, since almost all production engines utilize this method. Air cooling is

possible, too. In some cases neither liquid nor air cooling are provided, and

the engine is oil cooled. This latter solution, also known as Elsbett engine

([27J, [28], [29]) has been developed particularly for DI diesel engines. It pro¬

vides the so-called duothermic combustion ([1]), which indicates that during
combustion two volumes with very different temperatures are present. The

discussion of combustion phenomena in DI diesel engine lies outside the main

topic of this work and will therefore not be discussed here.

In conventional applications the temperature of the coolant is maintained

below the boiling point of water. Higher working temperatures of up to 120 °C

are possible as well (118]) in a procedure known as 'hot cooling.' In order to

maintain the coolant in its liquid phase, higher than atmospheric pressures

would be needed in the cooling circuit ([3], [18J, [32], [49]), or cooling fluids

other than water have to be used ([191, [31]). As an alternative, nucleate boil¬

ing can be allowed. In that case, the liquid and the gas phases of the coolant

are simultaneously present in the cooling circuit. By using the change of phase
it is possible to achieve a high transfer of heat and to reduce the coolant mass

flow ([44], [54], [73]). Nevertheless, it is advisable to increase the temperature
of the coolant to the levels mentioned above only when the engine works

under part-load operating conditions. At full load, indeed, the torque losses

increase with the coolant temperature. Since the density of the aspirated air

drops when the in-cylinder temperature rises, the air volume available for

combustion and therefore the volumetric efficiency of the cylinder is reduced

([49]). In addition, the engine efficiency drops because of the late ignition
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needed in order to prevent knocking ([7]). Nevertheless, due to the modifica¬

tions needed in the cooling circuit, hot cooling and nucleate boiling are not

topics of the present work.

A reduction of coolant flow is mentioned by various authors as an important

point for the improvement of engine efficiency. Some authors ([771) have pro¬

posed to throttle the conventional belt-driven cooling pump. It is evident that

this method is less efficient than the substitution of the conventional pump

with an electrical one ([3], [47 J, [50]). Nevertheless the importance of a better

control of the flow partitioning between the bypass duct and the radiator has

been largely ignored. The substitution of the conventional thermostat with an

electrically operated bypass valve, as suggested in this work, permits to easily
realize a better control of the coolant temperature. In addition, the desired

temperature can be easily changed depending on the engine operating point
considered. The implementation of variable temperature levels in the expan¬

sion-element thermostat, realized by externally heating the wax sensor, has

been suggested ([7]). As an alternative, an electronic thermostat has been pro¬

posed as well ([49]). However, only few of the aforementioned approaches
have been tested on a test bench.

Some authors ([75]) argue that the coolant temperature is not directly related

to any engine component temperature. The cylinder wall temperature for

instance varies over a wide range although the coolant temperature remains

almost constant. This is due to the different time constant and thermal capac¬

ity of coolant and engine block. They suggest as a consequence to control the

temperature of engine components instead of coolant temperature. This

method entails the usage of different sensors placed inside the engine block.

This solution can result to be costly, without even considering that high cool¬

ant temperatures can be reached.

1.4 Objectives of the thesis

This thesis focuses on the development of a low energy demand engine ther¬

momanagement aiming to the reduction of fuel consumption especially during

engine cold start and part-load operating conditions. The analysis and the
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experimental tests are conducted on a small supercharged SI engine, whose

characteristics and parameters are listed in Appendix A. Nevertheless the

results can be extended to engines of middle- and upper-class vehicles.

The following objectives are pursued in this thesis:

• Model of the IC engine from the thermal point of view. Both the con¬

ventional (with belt-driven cooling pump and wax-expansion element

thermostat) and the improved configuration (electrical cooling pump

and electrically controlled valve for the radiator bypass) of the cooling

system are to be considered.

• Development of a model-based controller of coolant flow and coolant

temperature aiming to fuel consumption reduction

• Verification on a dynamic test bench the fuel consumption reduction

achievable with the proposed configuration of engine thermomanage¬
ment.

Although thermomanagement also has an important influence on emissions,

especially during engine cold start, the composition of the exhaust gases has

not been measured on the test bench. The variation of the coolant temperature

compared with conventional solutions influences engine emissions as

explained in Chapter 1.2.

1.5 Main results and new contributions

The improvements offered by controlling both the coolant flow and the cool¬

ant temperature were measured on the test bench. In particular experiments of

engine cold start were conducted under constant engine speed and load as well

as during the European Test Cycle MVEG-A. The measured fuel consumption
reduction due to the better thermal condition of the engine varies between

2.8% and 4.5% depending on the engine operating condition considered. The

fuel consumption reduction obtained is significant especially when the reali¬

zation costs of such a solution are compared with those of other solutions pro¬

posed for fuel consumption reduction, like vehicle mass reduction or internal

engine improvements.
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The thermal behaviour of the system was improved as well. Indeed, the

reduction of the coolant mass flow and the simultaneous model-based control

of the coolant temperatures permits to reduce the system time constant, avoid¬

ing unwanted phenomena such as temperature overshoot during engine cold

start.

The fuel consumption reduction achieved here is due only to the improved
thermal conditions of the engine. This research does not take into considera¬

tion the fact that the coolant flow and as a consequence the pump energy

demand of the proposed configuration amount to just a fraction of the original

configuration. Indeed in both cases an electrical cooling pump externally
driven is implemented on the test bench. It delivers the same coolant mass

flow as the mechanical pump does when the conventional configuration is

considered. On the contrary, when the improved configuration of the cooling

system is considered the electrical pump delivers the mass flow imposed by
the controller designed.

For practical realizations, in order to supply the electrical cooling pump,

mechanical energy has to be transformed in electrical energy by the alternator.

The efficiency of this process typically amounts to about 60%, but it is likely
to increase to more than 80% in the future ([78]). With ca. 90% the efficiency
of a belt transmission is clearly higher. Nevertheless this difference is obvi¬

ously more than compensated by the fact that the need for the cooling pump

energy in the new configuration can be reduced to just a fraction of that

required in the original case. The substitution of the mechanical pump with an

electrical one reflects a general tendency for all the auxiliary devices in auto¬

motive applications.

The global energy balance of electrified auxiliary devices and of the cooling

pump as well is increasingly favourable when the possibility of recuperating
vehicle kinetic energy to supply auxiliary devices is considered ([15], [78]).
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Chapter 2

Modeling for Engine

Thermomanagement

In this chapter the modelling of the thermal behaviour of the engine is

explained. Both the conventional and the improved configurations of the cool¬

ing system are considered in the modelling. The components that characterize

each of the configurations considered are modelled and analysed in detail.

They consist of the belt-driven mechanical cooling pump and the thermostat

for the conventional configuration as well as the electrical cooling pump and

the electrically driven bypass valve for the improved configuration of the cool¬

ing system.

In order to quantify the benefits of an improvement in engine thermoman¬

agement a model of the thermal behaviour of the conventional configuration
of the cooling system is proposed first. For all the simulations and the meas¬

urements performed the engine considered is a boosted small 1C engine. The

engine parameters are given in Appendix A.

In a second step an improved configuration of the engine thermomanage¬
ment is proposed. The elements typical of the new cooling system configura¬

tion, namely the electrical pump and the controlled bypass valve, are modelled

as well. The resulting model of the improved cooling system is validated and

afterwards used for the development of a model-based controller (Chapter 3).

Experimentally verified improvements of the fuel consumption and of the

temperature performances of the new cooling system are presented in

Chapter 5.
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2.1 Main components of the cooling circuit and their

models

The main components of a conventional automotive cooling circuit are a

mechanically driven cooling pump and a thermostat, while the proposed con¬

figuration of the cooling circuit is characterized by an electrically driven

pump and by an electrically actuated bypass valve. The modelling of these

components is described in the following.

2.1.1 Cooling pump

Constructive characteristics of the cooling pump are not considered in this

work. However, the investigation of the energy directly used by the cooling

pumps for the two different strategies proposed is rather important.

For a better comparison of the two different configurations of the cooling

circuit, the experiments related to the conventional configuration have been

conducted with an electrical cooling pump instead of a mechanical one. The

measurements of the coolant mass flow for the mechanical and the electrical

pumps are shown in Figs. 2-1 and 2-2, respectively. Fig. 2-1 shows the corre¬

lation between engine speed and mass flow for the mechanical pump, while

Fig. 2-2 shows the correlation between the pump mass flow and the power

absorbed by the electrical pump. An engine driven at 1500 rpm for instance,

has a coolant mass flow of 0.14 1/s with the conventional pump. Tn order to

deliver the same mass flow with the electrical pump, it has to be powered with

17 W. Therefore, in measurements relative to the basic configuration, the elec¬

trical pump is powered such as to guarantee the same coolant flow as with the

conventional pump.

2.1.2 Conventional thermostat

In conventional applications an expansion-element thermostat is used: the

most conventional type of thermostat is a solid-liquid wax actuator. The brass

housing (cup) of the thermostat is filled with expansive wax material of vari¬

ous components to provide accurate and repeatable temperature responses.
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Figure 2-3: Thermostat expansion element

The wax is then sealed within the cup by an elastomer sleeve. The sleeve

envelops a polished stainless steel piston with tapered ends. A seal and a brass

cover complete the unit.

The thermostat begins to open when the liquid into which it is immersed, in

this case the coolant leaving the engine T
.,
reaches the thermostat start-

to-open temperature, which is also called the activation temperature. As

shown in Fig. 2-3, part of the wax melts and begins to expand, compressing

the elastomer sleeve that envelops the polished stainless steel piston with

tapered ends. The piston position determines the valve open area. In Fig. 2-4

the two extreme valve positions are shown. For all the remaining valve open

positions, the flow is partitioned over the valve and some liquid is directed

through the radiator. When the temperature continues to rise, the valve further

opens directing more and more coolant to the radiator until it opens up com¬

pletely. When the temperature sinks, the reverse action takes place.
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Thermostat completely closed Thermostat completely open

(radiator bypassed) (all the coolant through the radiator)

Figure 2-4: Coolant flow for different thermostat positions

To appropriately model the thermostat the processes happening in succes¬

sion when the thermostat is actuated are:

1. Heat transfer by convection from the coolant to the outer face of the

brass cup in contact with the coolant

2. Heat transfer by convection through the cup to its inner surface

3. Heat transfer by convection to and through the wax

4. Melting and volume increase of the wax

5. Movements of the piston and actuation of the valve

The dynamic behaviour of the thermostat can be approximated with a first-

order system with a time delay ([4], [52]). The time delay models the steps 1

and 2 listed above. It amounts to ca. 5 seconds, while the system time constant

of ca. 30 seconds characterizes the subsequent steps 3 to 5.
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The stationary behaviour of a conventional thermostat can be characterized

by an opening characteristic where a proportional relationship between the lift

and the coolant temperature is given, as shown in the small frame in Fig. 2-14

([4], [491, 1521).

As shown in Fig. 2-14 the thermostat begins to open at relatively low coolant

temperatures. It would be possible to raise the engine operating temperature

by simply shifting the thermostat opening characteristics to higher tempera¬

tures. However, since this would narrow the reserve to critical coolant temper¬

ature conditions (boiling), the problem of the response of the thermostat to

variations of the coolant temperature would be aggravated compared to con¬

ventional systems. In addition, negative effects (knocking) would appear at

engine full-load operating conditions ([25]). This obviated the necessity of

realizing a controlled bypass valve.

2.1.3 Electrically operated bypass valve

For the investigation conducted, the thermostat is substituted by an electri¬

cally operated 3-way bypass valve. The valve opening characteristics, i. e. the

relationship between the valve opening position and the mass flow through the

bypass has been measured. They are shown in Fig. 2-5; at 100% the valve is

completely opened and the heat exchanger is completely bypassed. Clearly,
the relationship between the valve opening position and the mass flow parti¬

tioning over the valve is characterized by a strong nonlinearity.

The dynamic behaviour of the valve has been measured as well. The results

of the frequency analysis between the desired valve position and the effective

valve opening is shown in Fig. 2-6. The constant gain shown in Fig. 2-6 is due

to the different scaling of the input and output signals. The effective gain
amounts to 1 dB. The valve dynamic behaviour can be well approximated by a

lowpass element.

The valve used has an internal position controller, with a time constant of 15

seconds.
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2.2 System modeling

A fourth-order mean value model of the system is developed ([16]). Local

differences in the coolant temperature or in the coolant flow speed are

neglected and only the overall system behaviour is considered. A lumped

parameter model is developed. The delays caused by the coolant flowing in

the tubes are considered in the simulation. The goal of the model is the predic¬
tion of the system thermal behaviour at various operating conditions (i.e.

engine cold start, steady-state operating points, or test cycles) as well as the

realization of a model-based controller. The results are verified with experi¬
ments on a dynamic test bench.

A schematic representation of the cooling circuit in automotive applications
is given in Fig. 2-7. Part of the energy delivered during the combustion of fuel

is lost due to heat transfer through the cylinder walls. To avoid overheating of

the materials a coolant is forced to flow through the engine and the fluid is

cooled before it re-enters the engine. To avoid an excessive cooling effect (for

example at engine cold start or at part-load conditions), a heat exchanger

bypass is installed. The flow partitioning between the bypass and the heat

exchanger is realized in the bypass valve, also known as thermostat.

Inputs to the system are the coolant flow rate through the engine and the

position of the bypass valve. In conventional automotive applications the static

position Wj of the thermostat is a lunction of the temperature of the coolant

leaving the engine Ten^out:

u\
= -r=fiVtng,0UI). (2.i)

m,
c

The dynamics of conventional expansion-element thermostats was explained
in Section 2.1.2 above.

The coolant mass flow is directly coupled with the engine speed since the

cooling pump is directly driven by the engine. Therefore:
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tu = m — j{nïrp) (2.2)

Outputs of the system are the temperatures of the various subsystems. The

cooling system consists of the engine internal and the engine external cooling

circuits, as represented in Fig. 2-8. The disturbances acting on the system are

shown in Fig. 2-8 as well. A more precise definition of the disturbances in

given in the following sections.

While considering the engine internal cooling system the temperature at the

output of the engine can be calculated if the coolant mass flow and the temper¬

ature of the coolant entering the engine are known. Similarly, since the tem¬

perature of the coolant entering the external cooling system, the flow

distribution in the bypass valve, and the global coolant mass flow are known,
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the coolant temperature exiting the external cooling circuit can be determined.

This temperature is also the temperature of the coolant entering the engine.

Considering Fig. 2-8, the two subsystems of the cooling circuit can be mod¬

elled as described below.

2.2.1 Engine internal cooling circuit

Since a lumped parameter model is considered the engine is divided into

three different zones as shown in Fig. 2-9. The first zone represents the cylin¬

der, the second one the coolant fluid, while the third zone models the thermal

behaviour of the engine block.

The first zone is characterized by the cylinder wall temperature. Eq. (2.3)
calculates this temperature as a function of the heat balance:

dJw
=

Qg, w

- Qw, c

dt
cpw mw

(2.3)
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Figure 2-9: Temperatures and heat flows at the cylinder
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As shown in eq. (2.4), the cycle-averaged heat flow Q transferred from

the burning gases to the cylinder wall for a particular operating point is pre¬

dicted using thermodynamics-based cycle calculations ([41], [421). For these

calculations the geometry of the engine has to be known. The results obtained

from the cycle calculation in case of warm wall temperatures over the whole

engine operating region are shown in Fig. 2-10.

Q =f(bmep,nICE,Tn). (2.4)

The heat transfer data from the burning gases to the cylinder wall can be

obtained from the cycle calculation only under steady-state operating condi¬

tions. Since during an engine cold start the wall temperature increases stead¬

ily, the steady-state working conditions for various wall temperatures are

calculated, and the current heat flow from the gases to the wall during the

warm-up process is interpolated. In Fig. 2-11 the cycle-averaged heat flow
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from the gas to the cylinder wall is plotted as a function of the wall tempera¬

ture and for constant engine operating conditions. For the simulation the

cycle-averaged heat flow Q is obtained from a three-dimensional map, as

represented by eq. (2.4).

In the following calculations the mean coolant temperature:

T + T
T —

en8in en8<out o c\

eng, m
~

9
'

is considered.

The heat flow from the wall to the coolant is calculated considering the heat

transfer due to conduction through the cylinder wall area Aw in contact with

the coolant.

Qw, c
= zc'ac' Aw (Tw, c

- Teng, m> ^

The coolant heat transfer coefficient a is calculated as an area-averaged
c

&

value. Some authors ([40]) propose the definition of a local heat exchanger

heat transfer coefficient. Nevertheless in this case the zero-dimensional

description of the heat propagation from the cylinder wall to the surrounding

coolant is precise enough to describe the thermal behaviour of the system

([42]).

The coolant flow around the cylinder can be described with the help of the

Nussclt, Prandt, and Reynolds numbers ([42], [67], [74]):

ac'H v-H v-r -p (21)

X v X

In this way the heat transfer coefficient ac can be calculated with reference

to the coolant properties (viscosity v, thermal conductivity X, heat capacity

c
, density p), its flow characteristics (velocity v) and some engine-geomet-
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rical factors. For the coolant flow both a laminar and a turbulent behaviour are

considered:

m = {03-jNUlam2 + NulIJ)-(l + (zc-r)-fa)-z-1, (2.8)

Nu,„„
= 0.664- JWe-Wr. (2.9)lam

m
0.037-Re0' -Pr

Nu =
} (2.10)

1 + 2.443 • Re (Pr - 1)

where with / a form coefficient is expressed ([42]).

As Fig. 2-9 shows, the wall temperature considered for the calculation of the

heat transferred from the cylinder wall to the coolant is the cylinder-external
temperature (coolant side). Nevertheless, the wall temperature used for calcu¬

lations is the average wall temperature T (see Fig. 2-9). The conduction heat

transferred from the wall to the coolant Q can be also calculated as fol-

lows:

q =± îf l.(T -T ). (2.11)

From eq. (2.6) and eq. (2.11) the heat transferred from the wall to the coolant

can be calculated on the basis of the difference between the mean wall temper¬
ature and the mean coolant temperature:

*

_

2'a'VAH'
Gw>c " Zc

'

2-X +a7d
' {Tw ~~ Te"^ ";) (2"12)

w
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The second zone is characterized by the coolant. The temperature in this

zone is assumed to be equal to the temperature of the coolant leaving the

engine. The differential equation describing the variation in the coolant tem¬

perature leaving the engine is thus:

eng, out
__

^w, c "c, eb ^c
n

. ~.

dt cpc mc

The heat transfer between the coolant and the engine block is described by

the following equation:

where A
^

indicates the engine block area in contact with the coolant. The

enthalpy flow due to the temperature difference over the engine is:

Qc =

Cpc mc (Teng, out
~ Teng, /„) • <2-15)

The last differential equation (needed to determine the behaviour of the

engine internal cooling system) permits the calculation of the engine block

temperature:

dT
b Qc, eb

+ %~ Qirr + Qex, e

peb eb pod 0jj

(2.16)

with engine block temperature T
b meaning the temperature of the engine

block as well as of the oil. Nevertheless in eq. (2.16) the different heat capaci¬

ties of engine block and oil are considered. The amount of heat transferred

from the exhaust gases to the engine block Q b depends on the engine

operating point and on the engine block temperature. In the simulations its

value is determined by means of cycle calculations.
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The value Q^ represents the heat transferred to the engine block due to

internal friction. When warm steady-state operating conditions are considered,

for instance when:

T + T

f -

en8'out en8< "'
- on op

eng, m0~ 2
~

/2 17)

Teb0 = 100 °c

the mean pressure due to internal friction can be empirically expressed as

([421, [24]):

ff 0.072 • (&irv \

mpiß
= 0.052 + (^0.464 + — 2 HJ Uy + (2.18)

0.0215 -bmepj ^211

where n indicates the boost-pressure ratio. The friction work, here defined

as the difference between the net indicated power \pdV and the brake power

delivered to the drive shaft ([41 ], Ch. 13, [53], [69]J, is used for:

1. overcoming the resistance to the relative motion of all the moving

parts of the engine (mechanical friction work),
2. driving the engine auxiliaries, including the fan, the water pump, the

oil pump, the generator, the power steering pump, and the air condi¬

tioner (auxiliaries work).

The work needed for drawing the fresh mixture through the intake system

and into the cylinder and to expel the burned gases from the cylinder and out

of the exhaust system (pumping work) is not considered here as part of the

engine internal friction.
i&i

In the configuration examined on the test bench, the oil and the water pumps

are the only accessories present of those listed above. However, the water

pump is externally driven. For this reason, the friction work due to the accès-
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sories can be neglected and the mechanical friction work, which amounts to

about half of the global friction as plotted in Figure 1-3 on page 5, is the only

component of the friction considered in the following.

When the coolant and the oil temperatures differ from the steady-state value

considered, the mean pressure from friction is calculated as ([42]):

mplf
=

mpiJ0 (1-0.006 (T^ ,„

- Tmg_ „,„) - (2.19)

2.25 • jo"6 - crCTJfF ,„

- r„,Ä> ,„0)3 -

°-006 ' Tel, ~ TeM> ~ 2'25 ' 1(f6 ' Teh - TelJ + 1).

The heat transferred to the engine block due to internal friction is finally:

* V- 10

Qif= '"Pif'T^T'^W
(2,20)

Qif = Anv> Teb> T<n*>out*T<n*>i», nICE, bmep) . (2.21)

A similar approach for the calculation of engine internal friction during

engine warm-up can be found in [58].

The engine heat losses due to irradiation and convection are considered in

the term

Qirr = a * ' (tb - tmb> + X 'V irr
' ^eb - T„mb) (2.22)

The simulated variations in Q;r and O. are considered as disturbances. A
Ij hi

flowchart representation of the engine internal cooling system is given in

Fig. 2-12.
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2.2.2 Engine external cooling circuit

The main components of this part of the cooling circuit are the bypass valve

and the heat exchanger.

For each bypass valve construction, a dependence of the flow partitioning
between the bypass and the heat exchanger on the valve position is given.
Since the total coolant mass flow m

.

is known, the How through the bypass

m, ~

f(m
,
x ? ) (2.23)

by
JK c ' valve'

v J

and through the heat exchanger

mr = mc -mby (2.24)

can be determined.

The various parts of the cooling system are connected by tubes where the

coolant flows with different velocities depending on the mass of the pump

conveyance. These connections are characterized by varying delays, whose

influences on the behaviour of the system cannot be neglected.

The size of the delays in the various parts of the system can be determined

assuming plug flow conditions on the basis of the known volume of interest

and the fluid mass flow through the section under consideration:

V
t = —

. (2.25)
m

The coolant flows in hard hosepipes that connect the different components
of the cooling circuit. The heat loss in the tubes is neglected since it only
amounts to ca. 1% of the heat globally removed by the coolant.
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A simplified model for the heat exchanger is proposed. More complex mod¬

els are discussed in [4], [8], [18], and [59]. The differential equation used to

describe the temperature variation in the heat exchanger is

dT
r *=-r, in ^r, out

(2.26)
dt cpc mr

where the additional heat flow to the heat exchanger is

Or, in
= (Tr, in

" Tr, out) '

Cpc
'

mr (2.27)

The temperature of the coolant entering the heat exchanger T can be cal¬

culated as a function of the temperature of the coolant leaving the engine and

taking into account the mass flow through the various tubes:

Tr,in^ = ^o^^^K)"^;-))-

The heat transferred from the heat exchanger to the environment is calcu¬

lated considering the heat transfer due to conduction through the tube walls

and due to convection on the coolant and on the air side. Therefore, assuming

a mean temperature difference between the coolant and the air, we obtain:

ßr, out
= ar

' \ (^^2? - TaJ . (2.28)

A more detailed definition of the heat transfer coefficient a can be found in

([8]).

The heat exchanger is modelled as a lumped system. Thus:

Tr,out=Tr- (2-29)
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In conventional automotive applications the heat removal from the engine is

realized by means of coolant-to-air heat exchangers. However, for the tests

performed on the test bench for this thesis research, a coolant-to-water heat

exchanger is used. The quantity of water that flows to the heat exchanger sim¬

ulates the air ramming the heat exchanger and is controlled by a valve. The

circuit cooling the heat exchanger is referred to as secondary cooling circuit

while the secondary valve is the valve controlling its water flow. This valve

can be operated either with a constant opening (which implies a constant

water flow to the heat exchanger) or it can be controlled as a function of the

temperature of the coolant leaving the engine. Because of the large diameters

of the secondary cooling circuit tubes connected to the heat exchanger and of

the low cooling water temperature (15 °C) even small openings of the thermo¬

stat (or of the bypass valve) cause a significant decrease in the coolant temper¬

ature entering the engine.

The coolants from the bypass and from the heat exchanger mix before enter¬

ing the engine. Since it is assumed that no heat dissipation takes place in the

tube connecting the mixing point and the engine, we obtain the following val¬

ues:

W) = reKAOB,(/-T1-T4)-^ + 7ViOHf(/-T3).-^. (2.30)

Teng,in(t + X5) ~ Tmix^ (2.31)
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where

*! =f(mc)=

x3 =f(mr)=

Fl~2
*

m

V3-5
*

m

m i

(2.32)

'by

Va

x5=f(mc)=
*

,
Vô
*

m.

The meaning of each of the volumes V-_ • is explained in Fig. 2-2. The

numerical values of the volumes relative to the different segments of the tubes

can be found in Appendix A.

Fig. 2-13 shows a flowchart representation of the model of the engine exter¬

nal cooling circuit and of the delays that characterize it.

2.2.3 Parameters used for modeling

The general validity of a model is guaranteed when the parameters used for

the modelling of a precise configuration can be used for different system con¬

figurations. In the case considered here, the system has been validated for a

defined engine operating point. Successive validations for other engine oper¬

ating points confirmed the validity of the model, since no adjustment of the

parameters was needed.

In order to successfully model the cooling system of a defined engine some

data are needed on the geometry of the engine and on the thermal properties of

the different materials involved (coolant, oil, aluminium, etc.). In the follow¬

ing, an overview is given of the parameters used.
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The parameters relative to the geometry of the engine that are known or that

can be easily measured are summarized in Table 2-1. A few of the parameters,

Table 2-1: Known or easily measurable engine parameters

Stroke H 0.054 [mj

Cylinder internal diameter D.
in

0.065 I'm]

Number of cylinders zc 2 [-1

Cylinder wall thickness d 0.009 [m]

Thickness of coolant channels

surrounding the cylinder
dcool 0.01 |m]

Cylinder wall surface in contact

with the coolant
K 0.0125 [m2l

Engine block mass meb 35 [kg!

Oil mass moil 4.2 [kgl

e. g., the surface of the engine block in contact with the coolant, cannot be

measured but could only be calculated with elaborate methods. As an alterna¬

tive the values of these parameters were estimated. For this purpose measure¬

ments and simulations of engine cold-start procedures for a defined operating

point were compared. Considering the cold-start procedure has the advantage

that the greatest variations in engine thermal conditions are represented and

that therefore the influence of the various parameters is emphasized. In order

to estimate the values of the parameters listed in Table 2-2 the optimization

procedure described below was realized with the aim of minimizing the fol¬

lowing cost function:

G = mini (T
eng, ont

MEAS
U)~Teng, outsm

(/)) ,V/[0..10min]. (2.33)
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Table 2-2: Parameters estimated comparing measurements and simulations.

Engine block surface in contact

with the coolant
Aeb 0.0159 lm2l

Engine block surface in contact

with the exhaust gases
Aex,eb 0.006 [m2]

Coolant mass in the engine block mc 0.7 Tkg]

Heat transfer coefficient for irra¬

diation
aeb, irr

40 [Wm"2!1]

Heat transfer coefficient for the

exhaust gases
aex, eb 250 LWm^K"1]

The estimated values of the parameters obtained from the minimization of

the function in eq. (2.33) are listed in Table 2-2. Clearly, these parameters do

have a physical significance, which further confirms their plausibility. With

the values of the estimated parameters listed in Table 2-2 the maximal relative

error for the operating point considered between the measured and the simu¬

lated temperatures of the coolant leaving the engine amounts to 3%. Moreo¬

ver, the same maximum error results when other engine operating points are

considered as well as for the temperature of the coolant entering the engine.

The parameters that refer to the thermal properties of the different compo¬

nents (aluminium for the engine block, coolant and oil) such as specific heat,

thermal conductivity, and specific density, can be found in [22].

Fig. 2-14 shows plots of the results obtained from measurements as well as

from simulation for the temperature of the coolant leaving the engine.
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10 15 20

time [min]

Figure 2-14: Temperature of coolant exiting the engine at cold start

2.3 Model validation

The model was first validated for the conventional configuration of the cool¬

ing circuit. For this purpose, experiments have been conducted on the engine

specified in Chapter 2. The following setup was chosen for the measurements

and the simulation:

Constant

P = ?
me

engine

[barf).

operating point (n
ICE

2500 [rpm] and

Electrical cooling pump operated such as to obtain a constant mass flow.

The coolant mass flow is the same as measured in the case of the con¬

ventional water pump configuration (water pump mechanically coupled
with the engine shaft) for the chosen engine operating point. The cool¬

ant flow rate for this particular operating point is, as shown in Fig. 2-2:

m = 0.266 [1/s].
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• Conventional thermostat. The opening characteristics of the conven¬

tional thermostat are a function of the coolant temperature. For the

experimentally used thermostat the lift characteristic is given in the

small frame in Fig. 2-14. This lift characteristic has been implemented

in the simulation as well.

• Since on the test bench the heat exchanger is water-cooled, T remains

almost constant at Tr = 25 L°C].

The results obtained from the simulation and from the measurement under

these operating conditions in the case of an engine cold start are plotted in

Fig. 2-14.

The dynamic behaviour of the system has been validated with the help of

step responses as well. The position of the bypass valve was used as input. For

simulations and measurements both the resulting values of the temperature of

the coolant leaving the engine are shown in Fig. 2-15 and in Fig. 2-16. The

behaviour of the system in case of a reduction or an increase of the coolant

mass flow through the heat exchanger is shown in Fig. 2-15 and Fig. 2-16

respectively.

2.4 Conclusion

In this chapter a model of the cooling system has been developed based on

physical characteristics of the system and on information from the literature.

The model developed has been successfully validated on the test bench and

can therefore be used for the design of a model-based controller for the bypass
valve opening position and the cooling pump mass flow.
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Chapter 3

Controller Design

The thermal behaviour of an engine is strongly determined by the partition¬

ing of the flow between the heat exchanger and the bypass as well as by the

flow of the coolant mass pumped through the system. These two values have

already been defined in Chapter 2 as inputs u^ and «2 °f the model describ¬

ing the thermal behaviour of the engine. In the conventional realization of the

cooling system

"1 = f'urff\(Teng,out^ <3J)

where u^ = 'w/^v/'»c and

*

u2 = mc
= f2(nICE) (3.2)

since the opening characteristic of the expansion-element thermostat only

depends on the temperature of the coolant leaving the engine and the cooling

pump is belt driven by the IC engine.

Choosing an electrical cooling pump and an electrically controlled bypass

valve allows the inputs to be controlled individually and thus opens new possi¬

bilities in controlling the engine thermal behaviour. Tn this chapter the desired

control specifications are defined, then a model-based feedforward controller

as well as a feedback controller are designed and tested in simulations and on
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the test bench. The results obtained on an engine test bench when the

improved configuration of the cooling circuit is applied are presented in

Chapter 5.

3.1 Control specifications

The main objectives of an improved engine thermal behaviour are a better

energy management and, as a consequence, a reduction of the fuel consump¬

tion. The new configuration of the engine cooling circuit proposed should

therefore satisfy the following demands:

1. Minimize the energy demand of the cooling pump.

2. Reduce the duration of an engine cold start by rapidly bringing the

engine to the desired thermal conditions.

3. Optimize the thermal behaviour of the engine by maintaining a high

engine temperature even during part-load operating conditions.

The control objectives of the proposed cooling system and the respective

possibilities for controlled actuators are summarized in Table 3-1. Besides the

controlled actuators considered others are possible, e.g. the cooling fan or an

additional air shutter on the radiator to modify the heat transfer coefficient in

the radiator ([47j). Those devices are not considered in the present analysis.

3.2 Definition of the minimal coolant mass flow

As described in the modelling of the internal cooling circuit in Chapter 2, the

amount of heat to be removed from the engine by the coolant results from the

balance of the various heat flows that characterize the internal combustion

process. Furthermore (cf. eq. (2.15)), assuming that the heat Qc to be

removed from the engine by the coolant remains constant, there is an inverse

proportionality between the coolant mass flow through the engine m(, and the

temperature difference AT between the coolant entering and leaving the

engine (here defined as the coolant temperature difference over the engine)

eng
~

eng, out
~

<

(3.3)
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Table 3-1: Control objectives for the improved engine thermomanagement

Control objectives Contribution to devel¬

opment goal

Actuator control

Minimum power

requirement for the

cooling system

Fuel consumption
reduction

Adjustment of pump

speed

Minimize the cold start

phases

Fuel consumption and

emission reduction

Maximum comfort and

driving safety

Valve position for max¬

imal radiator bypass

Modification of steady-
state engine thermal

conditions at part-load

operating conditions

Fuel consumption
reduction

Maximum comfort and

driving safety

Adjustment of pump

speed
Control of valve posi¬
tion for radiator bypass

Maximum cooling

power in critical ther¬

mal conditions

Protection of the

engine components

Maximal pump speed
Valve position for min¬

imal or no radiator

bypass

The engine considered in this thesis has been measured on the test bench in

its whole operating range with a conventional configuration of the cooling

system and under steady-state operating conditions. The resulting coolant

temperature difference over the engine is plotted in Fig. 3-1. The relationship
between the coolant mass flow and the engine speed is given in the plot in

Figure 2-2 on page 19 and is summarized in Table 3-2 for some representative

engine speeds. Since the coolant flow remains constant for a given engine

speed, the coolant temperature over the engine increases proportionally with

the load. The resulting flow of the heat removed from the engine by the cool¬

ant is plotted in Figure 1-6 on page 10.
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Table 3-2: Coolant mass flow in the conventional cooling system

Engine speed [rpm] Coolant mass flow [1/s]

1500 0.19

2000 0.24

2500 0.29

3000 0.33

In order to reduce the power requirement for the cooling pump, the coolant

mass flow should be reduced to a minimum. A possible approach is to define a

constant coolant temperature difference over the engine, such that no local

fatigue and no thermal stress occurs. According to [54] this value can be set to

15 °C. Since the heat to be removed from the engine in order to maintain

steady-state operating conditions only depends on the operating point of the

engine, the minimum mass flow can be calculated as a function of the defined

coolant temperature difference over the engine and the measured coolant heat

flow as plotted in Figure 1-6 on page 10. The resulting minimum coolant mass

flow is shown in Fig. 3-2. Due to hardware limitations imposed on the meas¬

urements of the power absorbed by the electrically driven cooling pump, the

minimum flow rate measurable amounts to 0.04 1/s. Therefore this value has

been assumed for all the engine operating points included in the filled area in

Fig. 3-2.

3.3 Model linearization

The input ux, which represents the valve position and thus the flow parti¬

tioning between the heat exchanger and its bypass, is defined such that under

steady-state conditions the desired coolant temperature at engine output is

obtained. The linearisation has been performed at various steady-state engine

operating conditions, e.g., for T = 90, 70, 50 °C
.
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The results of the linearisation are shown in Fig. 3-3, where the system

responses to a cold start for the nonlinear system and for the system linearised

for 70 °C are plotted. The position of the bypass valve remains constant.
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Figure 3-3: Coolant temperatures of nonlinear and linearized models

The behaviour of the system linearised for the steady-state temperature
(70 °C) quite well approximates the behaviour of the nonlinear system. The

influence of the delays is not relevant since the inputs remain constant.

3.4 Feedforward controller

Based on the model of the engine thermal behaviour presented in Chapter 2,
a feedforward controller for the actuation of the bypass valve has been devel¬

oped ([34]). Due to time delays and heavy nonlinearities a feedback-only
structure cannot meet the desired performance criteria, i. e. minimal overshoot

of the temperature at cold start and stable, non-oscillating behaviour in steady
state at low loads. A feedforward controller is therefore additionally needed.
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During cold start the controller should ensure that the desired temperature

level, here T
f nFa

= 90 °C, is reached as soon as possible and is then

maintained constant.

The structure of the feedforward controller is described in the following sec¬

tions.

3.4.1 Reduction to a SIMO system

The system object of study can be modelled with a Multiple Input, Multiple

Output (MIMO) structure. Nevertheless, under the particular operating condi¬

tions that characterize the warm-up phase, it is possible to reduce the system

to a SIMO (Single Input, Multiple Output) structure. Indeed, in order to reach

the desired engine operating temperature as quickly as possible, only the min¬

imal coolant flow for the particular engine operating point considered is

needed, as defined in the previous section. In this particular case this means

that:

u2 =

mCttnin
= constant, (3.4)

and the system assumes a SIMO structure.

In addition, the temperature T}. (t
of the coolant leaving the radiator is

assumed to be constant and equal to the ambient temperature. Indeed, in this

case a situation is simulated in which the vehicle powered by the engine con¬

sidered drives at low constant speed and at very low loads. For these particular

operating points of the engine the radiator is over-dimensioned, since it is

designed to guarantee a sufficient heat removal at high loads ([4], [8]). Since

the temperature T
n(t

is assumed to be constant, it is possible to reduce the

order of model relative to the engine thermal behaviour from four to three.

These operating conditions are reproduced on the test bench. The new con¬

figuration of the model is given in Fig. 3-4.
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Z1 =f(bmep,ri|CE)

u1= mby/mc

z2
_ f(bmep,n|CE)

Yi -Teng.out
_J ^—|

Yo=T eng,in

Figure 3-4: Simplified model of the cooling circuit

It has to be pointed out that the disturbances z< and z2 exclusively depend
on the engine operating point. As plotted in Figure 2-8 on page 26, three dif¬

ferent disturbances act on the system. The first one concerns the in-cylinder

process. The heat flow from the combustion gas to the cylinder wall Q

depends on the engine operating point and therefore acts as a disturbance on

the system:

zl = Qg,w(bmeP>nICEÏ = Z{(bmep,nICE). (3.5)

When the engine block thermal behaviour is considered, the heat developed
by internal friction Q^, the heat dissipated by irradiation Qirr, as well as the

heat Q eb
transferred from the exhaust gases to the engine block are a func¬

tion of the engine operating point as well as of the engine block temperature
and of the coolant mean temperature:

T
eng, m

rr~f rri

Therefore:

:2 = (Q,r ß,.„ + Q„, ,„) = :,_(T1CE, nICE) +/, (Teb) (3.6)
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where the coolant mean temperature is approximated by the temperature of

the coolant entering the engine.

The third disturbance acting on the system is the heat Q
t
removed from

the coolant in the heat exchanger:

Z3 - Qr,out(Tr,in>Tr,out)' ^^

In the particular case considered here this term is no longer relevant since the

temperature of the coolant leaving the heat exchanger Tr .
is assumed to be

constant.

Based on the equations (2.3) to (2.16) presented in Section 2.2.1. the internal

cooling circuit can be described by the following equations:

eng, out
__

^w, c ^-c, eb ^-c
_

dt
c -m

~ (3-8)
ui

ipc mc

' tfll ' (Tw Teng, n) a2
' (Teng, m ~ Tel)

cpc mc

c
3

' ^
eng, out eng, iiy-

w
__

Q-g, w QWi c

dT.

dt
cpw mw

Cpw mw
:\(TICE, nICE) a{-(rlw- 7' m)
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dTeb Qc, eb
+ Qjf- Qirr + &ex, eb

dt Cpeb meb + Cpoil moil
(3.10)

cpeb meb + cpoil
•

m0ii
a2' (Teng,m~Teb)

+ z2(bpme, nICE) +f\(Teb) +f2(T /„)

A definition of the coefficients used in eqs. (3.8), (3.9) and (3.10) is given in

Appendix B.

The modelling of the external cooling circuit is simplified by the assumption

that the temperature of the coolant leaving the radiator remains constant. The

temperature of the coolant entering the engine can therefore be derived from

equations (2.30) and (2.31) as:

mc mc

Tcng,in(0 = 7,e„?j0„f('-T1-x4-T5)-M1(f-T5) (3.12)

A flowchart of the cooling system described above is shown in Fig. 3-5.

3.4.2 Approximation of the delays

The delays that characterize the external cooling circuit of the engine are not

constant, as they depend on the current mass flow through the corresponding
section of tube. During engine warm-up the pump mass flow is assumed to be

constant. Under these conditions the delays Xj and x^ relative to the section

where all the coolant flows, like for example the lengths of pipe used for the
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coolant entering and leaving the engine, are constant since they only depend

on the global coolant mass flow and not on the actual flow partitioning over

the bypass duct.

The delay x^ defined to occur in the section of tube from the radiator output

to the point where the coolant from the bypass duct and the coolant from the

radiator mix is unimportant since the temperature of the coolant leaving the

heat exchanger is assumed to be constant.

The only assumption to be met concerns the delay in the temperature of the

coolant flowing through the bypass tube. The delay x4 = f{mb ) is in fact

proportional to the value of the input u, representing the mass flow partition¬

ing over the bypass duct. It is assumed that this delay also remains constant

and is:

^4 = f(rnby)=f(mc) = constant. (3.13)

This assumption holds for the engine operating points studied at almost fully

open bypass valve.

3.4.3 Controller design

Based on eq. (3.8), the temperature of the coolant entering the engine

T„„n ;„ can be expressed as a function of the three state variables of the
ens, m

x

model and of the derivative of the coolant temperature T :

T
=

fi T eng'oul T T I H \A\

1

eng, in J\ eng, out' ^t
'
l
w>

l

ebj
\J-iL+J

When the temperature of the coolant leaving the engine first reaches the

desired temperature, the following behaviour is chosen:

eng, out eng, out, DES'
(3.15)
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Jr-p

^M^IE
= o. (3.16)

at

In order to obtain this behaviour the demanded value for the temperature

T •

n cc
of the coolant entering the engine can be calculated as:

eng, in, JJEö
D °

T „«
=

f(T

„«
TT,) (3.17)1

eng, in, DES
J^1

eng, out, DES'
L
w

' eb ' K }

A

where the temperature of the cylinder wall T and the temperature of the

engine block T
b

are not measurable and thus must be estimated (see

Section 3.4.4). Therefore the desired temperature of the coolant entering the

engine T
DES

also depends on the temperature of the cylinder wall and

of the engine block. Indeed, the coolant temperature difference over the

engine is lower during engine warm-up than at steady-state operating condi¬

tions. In this particular case, part of the heat is used for raising the temperature

of the engine block and of the cylinder wall. Under the assumptions that:

"2 =

,wc,W,m
= constant

7
,

= constant (3J8)
/, out

x,, T4, x^ = constant

it is possible to calculate the How partitioning between the bypass and the heat

exchanger u, needed to maintain the temperature T
+
of the coolant

1 * eng, oui

leaving the engine at the desired value as follows:

mb\
u^^u^t-x^ = ~ = (3.19)

Feng, in, DES^Teng, out, PES' Tw > Teb ) + Tr, out

Teng, ouft ~ T1
~

T4
~ X5^ + Tr, out
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As eq. (3.19) shows, the flow partitioning over the bypass at the instant t is

approximated to the value of the same variable at the instant (t-x^). Indeed,

in order to calculate the value of u^(t),â predictor for the corresponding tem¬

perature of the coolant entering the engine T (t + xs) would be needed.

However, the approximation made here allows to obtain a satisfying system

response, as shown in Sections 3.4.5 and 3.4.6.

Since the delay x5 reaches its maximal value when the coolant flow rate mc

is at its minimum the conditions presented above represent the worst case for

the approximation of u^(t- x5) to u^(t).

3.4.4 Model-based estimator

The basic structure of the model-based estimator is shown in Fig. 3-6 and is

derived from the model of the thermal behaviour of the engine. As Fig. 3-6

shows, rather than a full state observer a reduced-order model-based estimator

is realized. Indeed, only two of the three state variables are estimated.

z1 = f(bmep,nICE)

1 I
Z2 = f(bmep,nICE)

'
eng,out

1 eb

T
1
eng,in

A

Tw

Figure 3-6: Model-based estimator structure

The equations needed to calculate the estimator values are based on the

model of the system. In particular:

dK>
_

4 M-

- Qw, C

dt
V

'

"V
(3.20)

V mw
Zl(TICE,nICE)-ar(Tw -T m)
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A 1= * * *

dTeb Qçeb + QirQirr+Qex,eb
dt Cpeb meb + CPoil moil

(3.21)

cpeb meb + Cpoil moU
a2

' (1eng, m Teb )

+ z2(bpme, nICE) +./, (Teb ) +/2(%,s in)

The definition of the coefficients used in eqs. (3.20) and (3.21) is given in

Appendix B. A detailed flowchart of the model-based estimator is shown in

Fig. 3-7.
lÖ*

The model-based estimator for the engine block and cylinder wall tempera¬

tures Teb and T
, respectively, uses measured values of the temperature of

the coolant entering and leaving the engine (T . and T ). For this

reason, a feedback loop is present within the feedforward path. Nevertheless,

the feedforward structure is preserved since the measured values are only used

in the model-based estimator and not for the calculation and feedback of the

observation error.

The structure of the system with the model-based estimator and the feedfor¬

ward controller is displayed in Fig. 3-8.

3.4.5 Simulation results

The performance of the system with feedforward control was first simulated.

For both the simulations and the subsequent measurements three different

engine operating points were chosen;

• Operating point OP1: nJCE = 2500 [rpml ; bmep = 2 [barj

• Operating point OP2: nICE = 2500 [rpm] ; bmep = 4 [bar]

• Operating point OP3: nJCE = 2500 frpm] ; bmep = 6 [bar]
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The possibility of an improvement in fuel consumption by means of engine

thermomanagement is particularly promising when engine part-load operating
conditions are considered. In addition, the chosen operating points are repre¬

sentative of the MVEG-A test cycle often used for fuel consumption predic¬
tion in this thesis work.

Engine (Hardware)

u1,Des

c—c-

T,
eng,in

Internal

cooling

system

X

eng,out

4J
Teng,out,DES

~

3^.
Z2 A

Inversion

of the valve

characte¬

ristic

,u1,Des

Feedforward

Figure 3-8: System with model based estimator and feedforward controller

The results obtained from simulation for the first engine operating point are

plotted in Fig. 3-9. The heat exchanger is completely bypassed until the tem¬

perature of the coolant that leaves the engine reaches the desired temperature.
In this phase the coolant temperature difference over the engine is only caused

by the delay that characterizes the engine external cooling circuit. Once the

temperature of the coolant leaving the engine T
,
reaches the desired

<- <J

CKS> Olli

value, it is evident that the feedforward controller successfully maintains this

temperature at the desired level by gradually opening the bypass valve. In this

way more and more coolant is sent to the heat exchanger, which causes a

decrease in the temperature of the coolant entering the engine T
.
For

the reasons explained in Section 3.2, the chosen flow through the pump is
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larger than the minimum possible for the engine operating point considered.

Therefore, the steady-state operating conditions are reached long before the

coolant temperature difference over the engine reaches the limit of 15°C.
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Figure 3-9: Simulated coolant temperature with feedforward controller

Fig. 3-9 also shows the results obtained from the simulations using the feed¬

forward controller for the two other engine operating points. The values of the

disturbances and of the coefficients used in the model as well as in the model-

based estimator depend on the engine operating point considered. For this rea¬

son, for each engine operating point considered they have been accordingly
modified. In addition, the parameters that characterize the estimator are calcu¬

lated in function of the engine geometry as well as of its operating point, as

explained in Appendix B.

As for the engine operating point considered above, in the first phase after

starting the engine, the bypass valve stays closed and all the fluid completely
flows through the bypass. Indeed, since the heat developed during combustion

is proportional to the engine load (see Figure 2-10 on page 29), the coolant
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Figure 3-10: Measured coolant temperatures with feedforward controller

leaving the engine reaches the desired temperature Te t DES
= 90 °C

earlier and the temperature difference of the coolant AT (see eq. (3.3))

over the engine increases with increasing engine loads.

3.4.6 Measurements

The performances of the feedforward controller have not only been simu¬

lated but experimentally tested on the test bench as well. The thermal behav¬

iour of the engine for the first of the three operating points listed in

Section 3.4.5 in terms of the temperature difference o[ the coolant over the

engine are plotted in Fig. 3-10. The measured valve position is shown as well.

It has to be pointed out that in the case of the simulated system response the

value of the mass flow distribution over the bypass as calculated by the feed¬

forward controller immediately acts on the system, whereas on the test bench

the valve as hardware has to be considered. The way in which the signal calcu¬

lated by the feedforward controller is implemented is shown in Fig. 3-11. The
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desired valve position xD is the effective valve input. It is calculated as a

function of the desired mass flow partitioning over the bypass u^ Des
and of

the inverted valve characteristic (plotted in Figure 2-5 on page 23). The effec¬

tive valve position x
t

is controlled by a proportional controller. The corre¬

sponding effective flow partitioning u^ over the bypass duct acts on the

system in function of the effective valve position.

eng,out
-a

'w
FFW

u1,Des

A ^

Teb
W \^L

*D

Position

Controller
es

-o- Valve

xact

PT1

Ic^L
J1,act

VALVE

Figure 3-11: Realization of the output signal of the feedforward controller

Because of measurements errors in the valve opening characteristic a dis¬

crepancy between the desired and the effective mass flow partitioning over the

bypass valve is unavoidable. In addition on the test bench the inputs of the

feedforward control are measured as well as observed values. The last can dif¬

fer from the effective values. Although the measured system response does

not perfectly correspond to the response obtained by simulation, the feedfor¬

ward controller performance can be considered as good. Indeed, the controlled

temperature of the coolant leaving the engine has an overshoot of 6% of the

desired value, while a stationary error of 11% of the desired value can be

found for stationary thermal conditions. The same considerations are valid for

the measurements carried out for the two other engine operating points. Those

results are shown in Figs. 3-12 and 3-13. The temperatures of the coolant at

engine output under steady-state operating conditions are slightly different for

the engine operating points considered due to even small differences of the

simulated correlation between coolant temperature and valve opening position
from the real one.
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Figure 3-12: Measured coolant temperatures with feedforward controller
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Figure 3-13: Measured coolant temperatures with feedforward controller
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When the feedforward controller alone is applied the system response does

not satisfy the specifications listed in Section 3.1. A feedback controller is

thus needed as well. Its design is explained in the following sections.

3.5 Feedback controller

Whereas the feedforward controller presented above was designed in order

to improve the engine temperature response during cold starts, the feedback

controller is designed for the more general working conditions of the engine.

The coolant temperature leaving the engine should reach the desired level as

soon as possible and maintain it:

T
f nj7Ç

= 90 °C, (3.22)

eng, out, DES
' v J

while the temperature of the coolant entering the engine should not fall below

the limit:

TenSJn,DES = 15°C- (3-23)

Indeed, the temperature of the coolant entering the engine is not controlled

to the value defined above, since temperature levels higher than 75°C are tol¬

erable. The controller only guarantees that the temperature of the coolant

entering the engine does not fall below the value of T
in DES

defined

above, in order to avoid an excessive coolant temperature gradient over the

engine and the local material stress caused nearby.

3.5.1 System reduction

The feedback controller should have universal validity at several engine

operating points and working conditions. The particular operating conditions

considered for the design of the feedforward controller (i.e. constant mass

flow of the pump and constant coolant temperature after the heat exchanger)

are thus no longer valid. As a consequence, the feedback controller has to be

developed for the global system. The global MIMO system structure is there¬

fore considered. Nevertheless, it is possible to reduce the system described in
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Section 2.2 to various SISO subsystems. Different controllers are therefore

designed for each of the subsystems. Switching conditions between the differ¬

ent subsystems are also defined.

3.5.2 Control strategy

The temperatures of the coolant T
, leaving and T , entering the

engine are measured on the test bench and can be used for control purposes.

An alternative would be for example to control the temperature of the coolant

leaving the engine and the coolant temperature difference over the engine.

Since the first solution offers more flexibility it was chosen for this research.

The temperature difference over the engine is not forced to maintain the limit

value, only its amplitude may not exceed the defined value.

During engine warm-up the temperature of coolant and engine block as well

as of the cylinder wall strongly varies between atmospheric conditions and up

to operating conditions. For this reason during engine warm-up different

engine thermal conditions can occur. The following control strategy for engine

cold start is therefore proposed:

1. At start, the heat exchanger is completely bypassed. As a conse¬

quence the coolant leaving the engine reenters it without any change

in its temperature. The temperature difference over the engine is only

determined by the fact that the coolant leaving the engine reenters

the engine with a delay that depends on the amount of the coolant

mass flow:

Teng,mW = Teng, out* ~ TlK ) " H^byï ~ X5^c ))

This procedure is typical of conventional configurations as well,

where the thermostat conveys all the coolant flow to the radiator

bypass for coolant temperatures below the activation temperature.

Nevertheless for the configuration of the cooling system here pro¬

posed, the coolant flow through the engine (that means the mass flow

through the pump) is minimized. This way the power need of the

cooling pump is minimized as well. The minimum coolant flow for
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the engine considered has been defined in Section 3.2. This configu¬

ration is applied until the coolant temperature leaving the engine

reaches the desired temperature (in this case

Teng, out, DES
= 90 °C)

2. Still maintaining the pump flow at a minimum, the temperature of

the coolant leaving the engine is controlled to T
out DES by

gradually closing the bypass valve (realized by the controller

G As)). This way, part of the warm fluid flows through the heat

exchanger and the temperature of the coolant entering the engine is

reduced.

3. In order to avoid large temperature differences inside the engine, the

coolant temperature at engine input should not fall below a minimum

(e.g Te in DEy
= 75 °C). When the temperature at engine output

corresponds to T
out DES

and if a temperature lower than

T
nFa

at engine input has been reached, the coolant mass

flow through the engine obviously is insufficient to guarantee a

proper cooling. In this case the temperature of the coolant entering

the engine is controlled with the coolant flow through the water

pump (controller G 0(s)).

4. Under high loads and at high ambient temperatures the valve will

fully open, thus letting all the coolant flow through the heat

exchanger. The temperature of the coolant leaving the engine will

rise above the desired value. As a consequence, the coolant tempera¬

ture at engine input would also rise above its desired value. In this

case the temperature of the coolant leaving the engine has to be con¬

trolled with the coolant flow through the pump (controller G As)).

5. As the coolant temperature is getting lower again, steps 1 to 3 are fol¬

lowed in reverse order.

In order to prevent constant switching among the different controllers,

appropriate bands for the switching are used instead of fixed values.
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Table 3-3: Schematic representation of the control law used.

y2 - ^eng,in - 1
—

eng, out 111 = xvalve w2 = >"c

case 1 <• T
eng, out, DES

< T
eng, out, DES

100 % minimal

case 2 > T
eng, in, DES

> ^eng, out, DES A^eng,out ' Gci(s) minimal

case 3 < ^eng, in, DES
> ^eng, out, DES ATellg,out-Gci(s) ATeng,in-Gc2(S)

case 4 >
*-eng, in, DES

> ^\>ng, out, DES
0% ATeng,out'Gc3(s)

A schematic representation of the control law is given in Table 3-3. The term

AT represents the difference between the desired temperature value

^ene DES
anc* me actua^ temperature T

,
whereas Gci(s) indicates the

transfer functions of the controllers.

3.5.3 Controller design

In order to satisfy the specifications defined above, three different control¬

lers have to be designed ([33]):

1. the controller G . that affects the output y, = T by varia-

tions of the input u
j
= >»/n/'"c ,

2. the controller Gr0 that affects the output yn = 7\ . by varia-

tions of the input u0 = m
,

3. the controller G ,
that affects the output v1 = r .by varia-

tions of the input u0 = m .

All three are PI controllers. The parameters have been chosen such as to

make the system robust (i.e, with sufficient large phase and magnitude

reserves).
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The temperature of the fluid leaving the engine (also defined as output y j ) is

controlled by the position of the bypass valve (input W|). The Nyquist dia¬

gram showing the influence of u^ on y^ (the complex frequency response of

the open-loop system) is presented in Fig. 3-14. The influence of the delays

can be seen clearly.

A critical gain of

KPlcr,L(model) = °"09

can be obtained in the simulation using the Ziegler-Nichols method. A value

for this parameter can also be gained by a nonlinear simulation:

KP\cr,NL(model) = °-03
'

The discrepancy between these two values of the critical proportional gain

can be explained as follows: While the global delay remains constant in the

linearised model, this is not the case in the nonlinear model, since variations in

the bypass valve position influence the mass flow through the tubes and there¬

fore the delays. Moreover, the strong non linearity that characterizes the open¬

ing characteristic of the bypass valve does not appear in the linearised model.

Experiments conducted on the test bench lead to a value of the critical pro¬

portional gain of

KP\cr\TestBench = °'03
'

and of a corresponding critical period of:

Ticr,NL(model) = 94 ^ •
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Figure 3-15: Open-loop transfer function u
t
to y^ with the PI controller
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These values have also been identified with the nonlinear simulation and

have been used for the design of the PI controller G
cl,

which reads as fol¬

lows:

1 05 • 10~3
G . (s) = 0.0135 + . (3.24)

A Nyquist plot of the open-loop system with this PI controller is shown in

Fig. 3-15.

Finally, Fig. 3-16 shows the temperature of the coolant leaving the engine

during a cold start, both for the measurement results on the test bench and the

simulations of the nonlinear system. The engine in this case is operated at

tijCF
= 2500 [rpm] and bmep = 2 [bar]. The coolant mass flow is suffi¬

cient to guarantee that the temperature of the coolant entering the engine does

not sink below the level defined earlier. Therefore, only the controller G
j

is

activated. The overshoot of the temperature T
ouf

is clearly visible both in

the simulated and in the measured system response. While the measured value

of the system output exhibits clear limit cycles, they are not present in the sim¬

ulation since an ideal valve is modeled.

When the temperature of the coolant leaving the engine is controlled to the

desired value and the temperature difference of the coolant over the engine
does not exceed the imposed limit Teng^ms-TengJntDES, only the

controller G ,
is activated, as already seen. When this condition is no longer

satisfied, the temperature of the coolant entering the engine (output jO can be

controlled by changing the pump mass flow (input w9 ) in the case where part

of the cooling flow still bypasses the heat exchanger (case 3 in Table 3-3).

The parameters for the controller G
2

can be calculated based on the

Nyquist plot of the open-loop system represented in Fig. 3-17. In this case the

risk of neglecting important nonlinearities is not as large as for the controller

G
j

.
Simulations conducted on the linearised system yield a critical gain of:

*P2cr=0.09.
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and a critical period of:

r2-_ = 36[s].

The parameters for the controller can thus be defined as follows:

Gr0(s) = 0.04 +
8- 10

-3

(3.25)

Note that the controller increases the input un = m if the value of the out-

Pllt y2 = Teng, in
1S t0° low-

The same procedure is applied for the choice of the parameters of the third

controller Gc3 influencing the temperature of the coolant leaving the engine
(output y^ ) with variations of the pump mass flow (input u2) when the cool-
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ant completely Hows through the heat exchanger (case 4 in Table 3-3). The

critical gain calculated from the Nyquist plot represented in Fig. 3-18 is:

Kncr = 0.08.

The parameters for the controller Gc^ are defined as follows:

7 2-10"3
GJs) = 0.036+ (3.26)

The feedback controller alone presents the drawback that the valve works

with clear limit cycles. The effect can be clearly seen on the temperature of

the coolant leaving the engine as plotted in Fig. 3-16.

During the engine cold start plotted in Fig. 3-16 only the two controllers

Grl and Gc0 are active. Indeed, for low engine speeds and loads due to hard¬

ware limitations of the test bench (Section 3.2), the coolant flow through the

pump is higher than the coolant flow needed to maintain a coolant temperature

difference over the engine of 15 °C (cf. Fig. 3-2). As a consequence, for the

engine operating conditions considered in Fig. 3-16, case 3 of Table 3-3 never

occurs and the controller Gr3 is never active.

3.6 Feedforward and feedback controllers

The system behaviour can be improved by combining the feedback and the

feedforward controllers. In this case the feedforward controller only acts on

the system output y^ = T
ouf

by calculating the desired value of the input
11

ï
= mby//jnc ' imProvmS tne engine thermal behaviour in particular in case

of cold-start operating conditions. On the other hand, the additional feedback

controller keeps the value of the output y{ = T
(m

to the desired value

and additionally ensures that the value of the output y0 = 7 . does not

drop below the desired limit. The feedback controller acts on the two system

inputs ul and u2 A flowchart representation of the system with both control¬

lers designed is given in Fig. 3-19.
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Because of the concurrent action of the feedforward controller, the effect of

the controller G i on the input«! = nij /nic can be reduced. For this rea¬

son, the proportional and the integral gains of the controller G
j

defined in

Chapter 3.5.3 are now cut in half, which improves robustness.

The performance of the coolant temperatures entering and leaving the engine

during engine cold start has been measured when only the feedback controller

is activated and when both the feedback and the feedforward controllers are

applied. In both cases the engine was operated at constant

nICE = 2500 rpm and bmep = 2 bar
.
The results are shown in Figs. 3-

20 and 3-21. The advantages of using the combination of feedback and feed¬

forward controllers over using the feedback controller alone can be recog¬

nized in the facts that the temperature of the coolant leaving the engine does

not overshoot when the desired operating temperature is reached and that both

the controlled coolant temperatures do not show any limit cycles.

Fig. 3-21 shows the valve opening position during the defined engine cold

start for both controller configurations considered. One major improvement of

the combination of feedback and feedforward controllers is the fact that the

valve position does not oscillate. Indeed, because of the combination of feed¬

back and feedforward controllers the control loop gains a better stability since

the gain of the feedback controller can be cut in half. In addition, the perform¬
ances of the complete system are improved due to the presence of the feedfor¬

ward controller. Furthermore the feedforward controller acts on the bypass
valve causing its immediate opening when the desired coolant temperature at

engine output is reached. This globally improves the dynamics of the system,
as evident in Fig. 3-21.

Some difficulties have been encountered in controlling the valve position:
the use of a better valve and in particular of a better position controller would

surely simplify the definition of the feedback controller and reduce the ampli¬
tude of the measured limit cycles.
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3.7 Conclusions

The control of the bypass valve is a key element for the optimization of the

global thermal behaviour of the engine. The most critical operating conditions

are encountered during engine warm-up phases when the system is character¬

ized by low coolant flows and therefore by high transport delays. These delays
are not constant, but proportional to the coolant mass flow and the flow parti¬

tioning over the radiator. Furthermore, the heat balance during engine warm-

up is different from that observed during steady-state operating conditions,

since part of the heat produced during combustion is used for warming up the

engine block and the coolant itself. For these reasons a feedforward controller

is designed for the more critical engine warm-up operating conditions.

Once the engine is warmed up, the feedback controller can guarantee good
thermal performance. Both system inputs (flow partitioning over the radiator

as well as coolant flow) are now controlled.
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Chapter 4

Experimental Setup

In this chapter the experimental setup and the most important hardware com¬

ponents are described, followed by measurement results obtained using the

conventional as well as the improved configuration of the cooling system on

the dynamic test bench. Later on, cold-start experiments performed under con¬

stant engine load and speed as well as emulated test cycles are documented. A

brief description of the emulation of test cycles on the test bench closes this

chapter.

4.1 Test bench configuration

The experiments have been performed on a dynamic test bench by APICOM,

type SM 200 L-4. The water-cooled asynchronous generator runs with a maxi¬

mum power of 300 KW and a maximum speed of 10'000 rpm, although for

the experiments conducted the maximum speed was limited to 5'500 rpm. The

experimental set-up is schematically presented in Fig. 4-1.

The engine is instrumented with thermocouples for the measurement of vari¬

ous temperatures (oil, water, intake air, exhaust gases). The sensors for the

measurements of temperatures in the range of 0 °C up to 200 °C are of the

type Thermocoax, type K. Various pressures (intake manifold, exhaust collec¬

tor, ports of pressure wave supercharger, etc.) are measured as well. Further,

some additional values are measured, such as the air-to-fuel ratio by means of

a lambda sensor, pressure wave supercharger and cooling pump speed, as well

as the electrical power needed and the position of the cooling circuit valve for
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Figure 4-1: Test bench configuration

the bypass of the radiator. The fuel consumption is measured with a dedicated

flow meter (Flowtronic, Quick}' AG). According to the manufacturer's specifi¬
cations the accuracy in the measurements of fuel flow is 0.3%.

The engine is directly coupled with the brake, i.e. there is no gear box in-

between. Of the engine auxiliary devices only the oil pump is conventionally
driven by the engine. There is no alternator for the production of 12 V electri¬

cal energy. All the electrical devices (engine electronics, fuel pump, ignition,
injection, fan, and cooling pump) are externally powered. A vibration

absorber is mounted between asynchronous generator and combustion engine.
The torque meter by CCT Transducer, type TR 20 C provides an accuracy in

the torque measurements smaller than 0.03% of the full range value, accord¬

ing to the manufacturer's specifications.
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A dSpace real-time computer is responsible for controlling engine speed and

torque as well as for implementing all the Simulink models emulating the test

cycle, the vehicle, and the powertrain components. The asynchronous genera¬

tor can thus be kept at the desired engine speed which is calculated based on

the velocity profile and gear demanded by the cycle as well as on the desired

engine torque which is calculated based on vehicle and powertrain specifica¬
tions. The control of the engine speed is realized by controlling the asynchro¬

nous generator speed while engine torque is controlled with the engine
throttle.

A further real-time system, denominated XOberon, is mainly used for con¬

trolling the pressure wave charger and the proposed cooling system. Indeed,

manifold pressure, pressure wave supercharger and cooling pump speed as

well as bypass valve position are controlled by appropriate algorithms imple¬
mented in XOberon. The control of these variables is realized by proper actu¬

ators.

Some of the measured signals are supplied to both dSpace and XOberon.

Additionally, all the measured data flow to a computer where they are proc¬

essed and stored by means of a specifically developed LabView program.

Since the sampling rate of the LabView system is limited to ca. 2 Hz, the

processing and the storage of fast sampling data is realized by dSpace with

sampling rates of 1000 Hz. The maximum possible sampling rate depends on

the number of channels considered.

4.2 Engine

For all the measurements and simulations a small boosted engine with flat

twin configuration has been considered ([381, [65], [66]). The parameters

characterizing the engine are given in Appendix A. Measurements of the

brake-specific fuel consumption relative to the engine considered have been

performed on the test bench under stationary operating conditions. The engine

map obtained is plotted in Fig. 4-2.
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Figure 4-2: Measured brake-specific fuel consumption [g/kWh]

4.3 Cooling system components

All the components of the cooling system are present in hardware on the

engine test bench, both for the conventional and the improved configuration
considered. An overview of the conventional cooling system configuration is

given in Fig. 4-3.

The cooling pump for both of the configurations tested is an electrical one

{Webasto cooling pump, type U4814). The pump is externally supplied with

12 V DC and can be powered up to 105 W. When working against a pressure

of 0.2 bar the maximum pump mass flow amounts to 2500 l/h.

The thermostat visible in Fig. 4-3 has the opening characteristic plotted in

Figure 2-14 on page 42.
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Electrical Coolant from Thermostat

cooling pump the heat exchanger

Figure 4-3: Conventional cooling system configuration on the test bench

Instead of a coolant-to-air radiator a coolant-to-water heat exchanger is used

on the test bench. The mass of air ramming the radiator in a vehicle is emu¬

lated by a controlled flow of cold water from a secondary cooling circuit to the

heat exchanger. During the part-load measurements under stationary engine

operating conditions the vehicle velocity estimated on the basis of engme

speed and torque is constant. A constant water flow from the secondary cool¬

ing circuit is the consequence.

In the improved configuration of the cooling system the thermostat is substi¬

tuted by an electrically operated valve, as visible in Fig. 4-4.
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bypass valve actuation

Figure 4-4: Improved cooling system configuration on the test bench

4.4 Emulation of vehicle and powertrain

In order to emulate the vehicle behaviour on the test bench, models describ¬

ing the components not realized in hardware have to be developed. The main

equations used for describing the vehicle and the powertrain are given in the

following paragraphs. More information about the modelling of such a system

can be found in [151, [651, and [66].
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4.4.1 Vehicle

The test cycle delivers the trajectories of desired vehicle speed as well as the

gear to be driven. The torque resistance at the wheel resulting from the test

cycle velocity profile is calculated taking into account three different compo¬

nents of resistance torque T
j j ([35], [43]), namely torque due to rolling

friction T
^

air drag T
ir,

and vehicle inertia Tq :

Twheel = Trol + Tair + TQ = mv
" krol^ 'S'? (4A)

v

^1
a

2 ®v dv
+ - • c

,

• A • p ,

•
• v • r + — • —

2 w Wair
r dt

2
where 0n, = /«

,

• r
.

The wheel angular velocity ®w/ieei is calculated as a function of the wheel

radius r and of the instant vehicle velocity v prescribed by the driving cycle.

An overview of the vehicle parameters is given in Appendix A.

4.4.2 Powertrain

Knowing the torque Tuhcel and angular speed &Mheel on the wheel as well as

the transmission efficiency rj and the ratio /, defined as:

T^u„„i •
Co.,,,,„„, co

T| =

wheel
'

wheel .
wheel (4 2)

TG •

coG coG

the corresponding torque TG and speed ©G at the clutch side of the gearbox
can then be calculated. In the transmission the shift gearbox and the differen¬

tial gear are included. The resulting torque is:

TG =
JTwhZr]

, (4-3)
il(coG,7G,/c)-
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where both global transmission ratio / and efficiency r| result from the corre¬

sponding shift and differential gear values:

1 = lG • ldijf l(fflG' rG> *g) = ^gK? rt? W •

^diff

The ratios for the different gears are given in Appendix A. More detailed

data about the gear modelling can be found in [65].

Each energy transformation is characterized by its efficiency. The Willans

approach correlates the provided and the delivered power for a defined energy

transformation. It is often used to describe the efficiency of internal combus¬

tion engines, where for a defined engine operating speed, an affine correlation

between provided and delivered power exists ([37]). The same approach can

be used to describe the efficiency of the energy transformation that occurs in a

mechanical transmission. In this case also the requested power result is

directly proportional to the delivered power. For a defined gear transmission

ratio i it is:

1 Twheel = ^g) • TG ~ l ' Twheel O^V Cûg) > (4A^

as plotted in Fig. 4-5. The torque at the clutch side of the transmission is there¬

fore:

i ' T
} > i

TG =

e(iG)
+ TG, o(jC< cög) > (4-5>

where TG>0(iG, <ùg) = / • TwheelQ(iG, co G)/ (e (iG)).

Based on the model of the clutch the desired value of the torque to be deliv¬

ered by the engine to drive the given cycle is then calculated. This value is the

input of the driver model, while the output is the load pedal (throttle) position.
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Figure 4-5: Willans representation of transmission efficiency

4.4.3 Results

Fig. 4-6 shows the desired and emulated vehicle speeds. The emulated val¬

ues relative to the four city cycles that characterize the MVEG test cycle arc

superimposed in the top frame in Fig. 4-6. A detail of the acceleration phase is

shown in Fig. 4-7. The regulations provide for a velocity tolerance range,

which is shown in both Figs. 4-6 and 4-7. As Fig. 4-6 clearly shows the emu¬

lated values always stay within this tolerance range.

Fig. 4-8 shows the engine torque for the measured cycles. A detailed view of

the engine torque during the four city cycles of the test is shown in Fig. 4-9,
while Figs. 4-10 and 4-11 show the engine speed.

Finally, Fig. 4-12 shows the fuel consumption data obtained by means of

measurements under various operating conditions, namely cold and pre-

warmed engine. The measurements show that driving the test cycle without

pre-warming the engine causes an increase in fuel consumption of about 7%.

For the conventional configuration of the cooling system considered this value

represents the maximum potential achievable when an improvement of the

cooling system is considered. The comparison between the fuel consumption
achieved during the MVEG-A test cycle for a cold or a pre-warmed engine
was made only for the conventional configuration of the cooling circuit.

T,G.nom
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v^HAPTER $

Engine Thermomanagement

Benefits

Various measurements have been conducted in order to check the benefits in

fuel economy of the proposed modifications in the cooling strategy. A particu¬
lar focus has been given to engine cold-start and part-load operating condi¬

tions. Besides stationary measurements, experiments over predefined driving

cycles have been performed. In this way it was possible to test the perform¬
ance of the proposed configuration of the cooling system over a wide range of

engine operating conditions.

5.1 Test bench settings

The results presented in this chapter were obtained from various measure¬

ments conducted on a dynamic test bench. For all the measurements the same

test bench and engine configuration were used.

For these tests the air-to-coolant radiator was substituted by a water-to-cool¬

ant heat exchanger. The water flow through the heat exchanger was chosen to

be constant for all the operating points considered. Tts value is equivalent to

the air mass flow due to the wind that collides with the radiator when the vehi¬

cle moves at about 35 km/h.

For the measurements concerning the conventional as well as the improved

configuration of the cooling system, the cooling pump used is electrically
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actuated. When the conventional configuration is measured, the electrical

pump conveys the same coolant mass flow as the corresponding mechanical

pump (see Chapter 2.1.1). This permits a better comparison of the effective

differences in the cooling pump energy demand for the two system configura¬
tions considered.

Almost all the accessories conventionally belt-driven by the engine are not

implemented on the test bench. Namely no fan, generator, power steering

pump, or air conditioning compressor are present on the test bench. Because

of the absence of the alternator all the electrical accessories are supplied exter¬

nally. This includes the engine electronics, ignition, injection, fuel feed pump,

as well as the electrical coolant pump.

5.2 Engine cold start under stationary operating
conditions

In Chapter 3 controllers for the coolant pump and for the bypass valve have

been described. For the measurements of the improved cooling system the

control structure includes both the feedback and the feedforward controller as

explained in Section 3.6.

In a first step the performance of the cooling circuit is measured during

engine cold start. In order to better isolate the effective influence of the modi¬

fications in the cooling strategy on the general system behaviour the stationary

engine operating conditions are performed on the test bench. Three different

engine operating points are considered, namely:

• Operating point OP 1: nICE = 2500 [rpm] ; bmep = 2 [bar]
• Operating point OP2: nlCE = 2500 [rpm] ; bmep = 4 [bar]
• Operating point OP3: n[CE = 2500 [rpm] ; bmep - 6 [bar]

Fig. 1-6, pg. 10 shows that the heat flow removed by the coolant is almost

constant for variations of the engine speed, while its variations due to changes
in the engine load are greater. For this reason the measurements are carried out

for different engine loads at constant engine speed.
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5.2.1 Coolant temperature

A comparison between the temperature traces of the coolant leaving the

engine for the conventional and the improved configuration of the cooling sys¬

tem for the three different engine operating points specified above is given in

Fig. 5-1.

First, the temperature trace for the operating point nICE = 2500 [rpm] and

bmep = 2 [bar] is discussed. At start, the temperature slope is the same for

the two configurations considered: indeed, the rapidity with which the coolant

temperature rises results from the balance between the heat developed during
combustion and the thermal capacity of the different parts of the engine

(engine block as well as oil and coolant). Heat is removed from the system

only by means of irradiation or of exhaust gas transport. In both configura¬

tions, in fact, the bypass valve is completely open, which means that the radia¬

tor is completely bypassed and no heat is removed from the system by the

coolant. The fact that the coolant mass flow is massively different for the two

systems considered has no direct influence on the coolant temperature slope as

long as the radiator is fully bypassed. Indeed, since the mass of coolant con¬

tained in the bypassed cooling circuit is the same for the two system configu¬
rations, the influence of the coolant (or its thermal capacity) remains the same.

In the case of the conventional cooling system, the thermostat begins to open

as soon as the coolant in which it is immersed reaches its activation tempera¬

ture. In this case, the coolant temperature slope decreases until steady-state

operating conditions are obtained. The steady-state temperature is clearly
lower than the temperature desired. On the contrary, when the improved ther¬

momanagement is active, the coolant temperature slope stays constant at the

maximum value possible for the engine operating point considered until the

desired temperature of the coolant leaving the engine ÜT
„ ^ + nrc

= 90 °C

is reached. The coolant temperature then remains stable due to the implemen¬
tation of the feedforward controller.

An analysis of the two other engine operating points measured shows that

the coolant temperature slope at start varies with the delivered torque since at

those operating points more heat is produced during combustion while the

engine thermal capacity remains the same.
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The improved configuration of the cooling system permits to raise signifi¬

cantly the coolant temperature in thermal stationary conditions for all the

operating points considered. The coolant temperature slope is the maximum

possible for the operating point considered since the radiator is bypassed until

the desired coolant temperature is reached. Because of the good performance
of the controller designed the coolant temperature does not overshoot or have

any limit cycles.

The temperature differences over the engine 7\
„„ ^

.- 7\„„ for the var-
r ° ( n8? out ?ti8> lfl

ious measurements are plotted in Fig. 5-2. The results show that the tempera¬

ture difference over the engine not only is larger when the improved

configuration of the cooling system is considered, but also that this value

increases with increasing engine load. The heat to be removed by the coolant

is:

Tn the proposed thermomanagement concept the coolant mass flow is

reduced to a minimum in order to guarantee a temperature difference over the

engine AT of 15 °C. Nevertheless, for the engine operating points consid¬

ered, the coolant mass flow calculated is lower than the minimum flow meas¬

urable. Therefore, for the three operating points considered, if the coolant

mass flow is set to the minimum value measurable, the temperature difference

over the engine is lower than 15 °C and remains proportional to the engine
load.

5.2.2 Oil temperature

One of the goals of improving the engine thermomanagement is the reduc¬

tion of engine internal friction losses. This target can generally be reached by

increasing the oil and the engine component temperatures. As a direct conse¬

quence, the oil viscosity drops causing a reduction in the engine losses, as vis¬

ible in eq. (2.19).
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Results from the measurements conducted on the test bench are presented in

Fig. 5-3. The initial oil temperatures do not coincide for all the measurements

taken. For one, the measurements are not conducted on a temperature condi¬

tioned test bench. It is therefore not possible to always provide the identical

initial thermal conditions. In addition, since the measurements are performed
over a period of time of several weeks, changes in the ambient temperature are

inevitable. However, these differences do not affect the overall results.

In order to still establish a homogeneity in the comparison criteria for all the

test, all the measured values are compared starting at the time at which the

coolant temperature is 35 °C. The trajectories of the values of interest for the

two configurations analysed are compared during the next 40 minutes. Over

this period of time, both systems reach steady-state operating conditions for

all the values considered. With this criterion, the start value of the oil tempera¬

ture for the different measurements considered is not constant, as evident in

Fig. 5-3. Nevertheless, the maximum variation in the oil temperature at the

beginning of the measurements is lower than 10 °C. Various measurements of

the same engine operating point (three to five) have proven that the value of

the start condition does not affect the steady-state oil temperature.

The measurements show that by means of the improved engine thermoman¬

agement it is possible to raise the temperature of the lubricating oil considera¬

bly (AT ^
= 15 °C for all the measured engine operating points in Fig. 5-3).

For any chosen configuration of the cooling system the oil temperature

strongly varies as a function of the engine operating point, although the cool¬

ant temperature remains almost constant.

5.2.3 Fuel consumption

The reduction in fuel consumption achievable with the proposed configura¬
tion of the engine thermomanagement is the central point of this thesis work.

Fig. 5-4 shows the fuel mass flows obtained from the conventional and the

proposed configuration of the cooling system when the engine is operated
with constant speed nICE = 2500 frpm] and with a constant mean effective

pressure bmep = 2 [bar].
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Figure 5-3: Oil temperature at cold start (various operating points)

In the first part of the tests the engine thermal conditions, namely coolant

and oil temperature, almost coincide (cf. Figs. 5-1 and 5-3). For each of the

operating points initially considered the differences between the fuel con¬

sumption obtained for the two different system configurations studied thus are

insignificant, as shown in Fig. 5-4. Only when coolant and especially oil tem¬

peratures diverge (a few minutes after the tests start) the fuel mass flow of the

improved cooling system is lower than the one of the conventional system.
The slight increase in fuel consumption at about 4 minutes after start is due to

Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR). This reproducible phenomenon is caused

by the particular configuration of the exhaust tract and by the pressure wave

supercharger. Since a comparison between two configurations of the cooling

systems is analysed here, a reproducible increase of the fuel consumption over

a limited period of time does not affect the validity of the results.

The reduction in fuel consumption visible here is only due to the different

engine thermal conditions. Indeed, since the coolant pump in both cases is

electrically driven and since the electrical power is supplied externally and not
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produced by the internal combustion engine by means of an alternator, differ¬

ences in the coolant pump energy supply are not included in the fuel consump¬

tion.

When engine cold start is considered, the fuel consumption is higher than in

steady-state warm operating conditions, as Fig. 5-4 shows. The following

aspects contribute to the additional fuel consumption:

• worse indicated efficiency x\ • because of incomplete combustion and

higher heat losses over the cylinder walls

• decreased air-to-fuel ratio ^A/p (enrichment during cold start)

• increased mechanical friction mp^ due to higher oil viscosity.

The fuel mass flow is therefore:

'"fxt'""Ps'"rCE'^ <5'°

with mipg = mep + mpjf+ mpgexch.

The following considerations help to explain the variation in fuel consump¬

tion for different engine operating temperatures. Eq. (5.1) can be formulated

for two different engine thermal conditions, namely cold and warm for the

conventional and for the improved configuration of the cooling system,

respectively. The fuel mass flow variations between cold and warm engine

depending on variations of the influence parameters of eq. (5.1) can therefore

be expressed as follows, where the index 0 indicates the warm steady-state
conditions (eq. (2.17), pg. 32):
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Eq. (5.2) can be simplified considering that, as measured, the air-to-fuel ratio

is quite rapidly brought to the steady-state value by the air/fuel ratio controller

(f(ki,p) = const), that the cylinder wall temperature a few minutes after

start reaches values near its steady-state conditions ([42]), and that after a few

cycles the combustion proceeds regularly (r). = const). Since the engine is

operated at constant load, the first part of eq. (5.2) is zero. Considering that

the mean pressure for the gas exchanges mp„excj} is proportional to the differ¬

ence between the ambient pressure pamu ~ 1 and the pressure in the intake

manifold p « 0.06 • mip + 0.2, we obtain:
m g

mPqexch ~ °"8 ~ °-06 ' (meP ~~

mPif) ' (53)

mPgexch
"

'»PgexchO
* 0M ' (mPif~ '»Piß)* ' (5.4)

since the engine is assumed to deliver constant torque over the whole engine
cold start process. As evident from eq. (5.4), the effects of variations in the

work for the gas exchanges (mPoeXch ~ mPpe\-chO^ can ^e neglected if com¬

pared with the effect of the work for internaffriction (mp^- mpjm) • Neglect¬

ing the effect of variations in the work for the gas exchanges in eq. (5.2), the

variation in the fuel consumption between warm and cold engine is therefore

affected only by the internal friction term:

Am, cc mp-*-*

mp'f

\!nPiß
(5.5)
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The correlation between the mean pressure due to internal friction in cold

and warm engine conditions has already been expressed in eq. (2.19), pg. 33

as a function of the oil and coolant temperatures ([24], [42]). The mean pres¬

sure needed to overcome internal friction has been calculated based on eq.

(2.19) for the conventional and the improved engine thermomanagement dur¬

ing cold start at constant n^E = 2500 [rpm] and constant bmep = 2 [bar].

The correlation between this value in cold and warm (steady-state) engine
conditions is shown in Fig. 5-5 above. Clearly, the internal friction not only

drops with the progress of engine warm-up, but the effect of higher coolant

and oil temperatures on the system is shown as well when the engine works in

steady-state operating conditions.

Thirty minutes after engine start the engine reaches its thermal stationary

conditions, as the coolant and oil temperature trajectories in Figs. 5-1 and 5-3

evidence. When the average fuel flow under thermal stationary operating con¬

ditions during a defined interval of time is considered (here 10 minutes), the

effect of the different coolant and engine component temperatures on fuel

consumption can be clearly seen. The fuel consumption values for each of the

stationary operating points considered for the conventional and the improved

configuration of the cooling system are summarised in Table 5-1.

The benefits in terms of fuel consumption obtained with the improved con¬

figuration of the cooling system can be compared when tests of defined dura¬

tion are compared. For this purpose cold-start tests lasting 40 minutes have

been performed for all three engine operating points analysed and for both

configurations of the cooling system. The integral fuel consumption data over

the duration of these tests are plotted in Fig. 5-6. For each configuration of the

cooling system and engine operating conditions various cold-start tests have

been performed and the mean value of the integral fuel consumption 40 min¬

utes after start has been calculated. Based on these measurements the fuel con¬

sumption reduction data obtained for each operating point are shown on the

right margin of Fig. 5-6.

The oil temperature for both configurations considered depends on the

engine load, as visible in Fig. 5-6. Nevertheless, the correlation of the oil tem¬

perature with the entity of the internal friction and, as a consequence, of the

fuel consumption are not linear, as eq. (2.19), pg. 33 expresses. An improve-
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Table 5-1: Stationary engine operating conditions [30...40min]

Engine

operating

point

System

config.

Coolant

temp.

[°C1

Oil

temp.

[°C]

Mean fuel

consumpt.

U/h]

Fuel

consumpt.

reduction

2500 rpm

2 bar

Convent. 74 78 1.005

7.4%

Improved 89 94 0.93

2500 rpm

4 bar

Convent. 75 84 1.39

3.6%

Improved 89 99 1.34

2500 rpm

6 bar

Convent. 75 87 1.93

3.1%

Improved 89 102 1.87

ment of the oil temperature and a decrease of the engine internal friction is

therefore more effective for low engine loads than for higher ones, as the

results on the right margin of Fig. 5-6 show.

5.2.4 Water pump energy demand

The proposed configuration of the coolant systems is designed such as to

guarantee that only the minimum coolant mass flow needed to maintain a tem¬

perature difference over the engine of 15 °C is pumped through the system.

On the other hand, in the conventional configuration of the cooling system, the

mass flow is only proportional to the engine speed and large enough to guar¬

antee a sufficient heat removal at full load. When the two different configura¬
tions are compared the coolant mass flow as well as the cooling pump energy

demand are considerably different, especially when part-load operating condi¬

tions are considered. The cooling pump energy demands for the cold start

measurements performed are shown in Fig. 5-7. The correlation between the

quantity of coolant flowing in the cooling circuit and the energy demand of

the considered pump is shown in Fig. 2-2, pg. 19.
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Figure 5-6: Global fuel consumption at cold start for various operating points

Since in all the test bench measurements the electricity needed for driving
the cooling pump is provided by an external source rather than by an alterna¬

tor belt-driven by the internal combustion engine, the energy demand of the

pump is not included in the fuel consumption data shown in Figs. 5-4 and 5-6.

Nevertheless, when the total energy demand of the engine is analysed, the

efficiency of the energy supply to the cooling pump has to be considered as

well. Although the energy demand of the conventionally mechanically driven

cooling pump is higher, the fact that the pump is belt-driven by the engine per¬

mits efficiencies higher than 90% in the energy transfer from the engine to the

cooling pump. On the other hand, when an electrical pump is used, transmis¬

sion efficiencies lower than 60% are typical due to the fact that the alternator

first has to transform mechanical into electrical energy.

For most of its lifetime a vehicle typically is required to operate at mild

ambient temperatures under part-load conditions only, as for example in urban

traffic. Except for critical thermal conditions, e. g. while driving uphill at full-
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Figure 5-7: Power demand of the water pump at cold start

load uphill, the energy demand on the combustion engine from the electrical

coolmg pump is significally lower for the proposed configuration of the cool¬

ing system than for the conventional one.

When the energy needed for the cooling pump supply is obtained by recu¬

peration of kinetic energy during braking phases, the advantages of an electri¬

cal cooling pump are even more evident. In this case, whenever the vehicle

slows down, the energy needed for driving the electrical cooling pump would

otherwise be dissipated as heat.

5.3 MVEG-A test cycle

The cold-start measurements at constant engine speed and load discussed

above best show the effects of modifications in the thermomanagement on

coolant and oil temperatures as well as on the fuel and global energy con¬

sumption. Nevertheless, the validation of the suggested strategy in real or at
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least standardized operating condition gives a better estimation of the effective

fuel consumption reduction achievable. The two configurations of the cooling

system have been tested while emulating the European MEVG-A driving

cycle. In both cases engine cold start conditions are considered.

The air-to-coolant radiator is substituted with a water-to-coolant heat

exchanger. During all the tests the valve that controls the water flow to the

heat exchanger maintains a constant position. The water flow through the

water-to-coolant exchanger is therefore constant. For the system this is equiv¬
alent to a radiator being exposed to a constant air flow. A constant vehicle

speed is therefore simulated, which is a sufficient approximation of reality.

Fig. 5-8 shows the coolant and oil temperatures during the MVEG-A test

cycle for the two configurations of the cooling system considered. Due to the

absence of a conditioned test bench it is not possible to exactly reproduce the

initial thermal conditions from one test to another. However, these temperature

differences of the coolant and the oil between the two tests performed are so

small as to not substantially affect the results. During the first test minutes the

coolant temperature is almost the same in both tests. In the conventional con¬

figuration of the cooling system the situation changes when the thermostat

first reaches its activation temperature. The course of the coolant temperature

makes it evident how the delays between the coolant temperature variation

and the progressive phase change of the wax (which determines the valve

opening position) act on the system. Indeed, the coolant temperature increases

with high gradients when the engine load increases, while it drops abruptly
when the engine idles.

In contrast, when the improved configuration of the cooling system is con¬

sidered the coolant temperature increases steadily until the desired tempera¬

ture of 90 °C is first reached. In this phase the temperature gradient is

proportional to the heat developed during combustion since the radiator is

completely bypassed and no heat is removed from the system by the coolant

(cf. Fig. 1-6, pg. 10).
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Figure 5-8: Coolant and oil temperatures during cold MEVG-A cycle

In essence, the modification of the cooling strategy permits to raise the cool¬

ant temperature and to reach the desired level in the shortest time possihle.

Analogous considerations are valid for the oil temperature course as plotted

Fig. 5-8.

Extending the results of these tests to the global thermal efficiency of the

two systems it is interesting to compare the coolant temperature difference

over the engine during the whole cycle as plotted in Fig. 5-9 and the pump

energy demand as plotted in Fig. 5-10.

In the conventional configuration of the cooling system the need of remov¬

ing more heat from the system during thermally demanding engine operating
conditions is characterised by high mass flows and a low temperature differ¬

ence over the engine. On the other hand, when the improved cooling system is

applied to the engine the coolant mass flow is maintained at a minimum until

the maximal temperature difference over the engine is reached. Only in this

case the coolant mass flow is increased. The reduction in the energy demand
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for the cooling pump can be clearly seen in Fig. 5-10. Again, as with the

engine cold start at a constant engine operating point described above, the

reduction in the pump energy demand obtained with the proposed configura¬
tion of the cooling system does not affect the global fuel consumption since

the cooling pump is driven externally.

Finally, Fig. 5-11 shows the global fuel consumptions for the two configura¬
tions considered. A fuel consumption reduction of 3% over the whole cycle
was measured. Once more, the integral fuel consumption of the two different

configurations tested starts to diverge significantly when oil and coolant tem¬

peratures differs.
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5.4 Error estimation

All the measurements taken are used to compare the influence of different

cooling system configurations on the fuel consumption. The accuracy and the

precision of the measurements taken are therefore quite important. For each

test three to five different measurements were taken.

In the following the error typical of measurements of the integral fuel con¬

sumption is defined. The term AFC designates the difference in fuel con¬

sumption over a defined period of time (e.g. 40 minutes as plotted in Fig. 5-6)

for the conventional and the improved configuration of the cooling system:

AFC(,) = (FCcom.(t)-FCimpr(l)). (5.6)

In order to guarantee the validity of the results the measurement error for

each measurement must be considerably smaller than the reduction in fuel

consumption obtained:

max(error(FCcoin,(t\ FCimpr(t))) « AFC(t). (5.7)

Considering the integral fuel consumption over a defined period of time,

there may be three different sources of systematic and random measurements

errors:

• engine torque c^,

• engine speed e
,

• fuel flow 8^.

Appendix C contains the error definition, its calculation for these measure¬

ments, as well as the results for each operating point.
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The relative error of the integral fuel consumption results from the sum of

each of these errors:

8 _ 8r+6n + 8FC. (5.8)

For eq. (5.8) the relative errors &T, 8/;, eFC of each measured value are con¬

sistent, which yields a conservative estimation of the relative error in the

measurement of integral fuel consumption. Table 5-2 lists the estimations of

the integral fuel consumption for different engine operating points as obtained

during cold start experiments.

Table 5-2: Results from different measurements and error estimation

"IPS •

Engme

operating

point

System

configuration

Integral fuel

consumption
after 40 min

[11

Relative

error

[%]

Confidence

interval

[1]

2500 rpm

2 bar

Conventional 0.640 1.2 ±0.0038

Improved 0.611 0.94 ±0.0029

2500 rpm

4 bar

Conventional 0.915 0.78 ±0.0036

Improved 0.889 0.71 ±0.0032

2500 rpm

6 bar

Conventional 1.252 0.52 ±0.0032

Improved 1.211 0.44 ±0.0027

For all the measurements of integral fuel consumption the confidence error

amounts to ca. 10% of the fuel consumption reduction obtained for the two

different configurations of the cooling systems. According to eq. (5.7), it is

therefore demonstrated that the fuel consumption measurements are precise

enough for a valid comparison between the two configurations of the cooling

system.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Outlook

The engine cold start experiments performed for stationary engine operating
conditions as well as for the standard European Test Cycle MVEG-A have

shown that by improving engine thermomanagement the fuel consumption

can be reduced substantially. The measurements particularly focus on part-

load engine operating conditions, namely the conditions for which the conven¬

tional configurations of the cooling system are not ideally suited. Indeed, they

are designed to guarantee an adequate heat removal under critical thermal

conditions, normally reached only at engine full-load operation and during 3

to 5% of the global vehicle lifetime (Li], [49J, [50]).

The proposed configuration of the cooling system in the first place yields a

more flexible cooling system and shortens the system time constants. Both

targets are obtained by actively controlling the temperature of the coolant that

leaves the engine. In addition, the possibility of independently limiting the

temperature of the coolant entering the engine opens up new perspectives. In

conventional applications only the first of these two temperature levels is con¬

trolled by a proportional controller (the solid-to-liquid wax actuator) charac¬

terized by a considerable time constant (ca. 30 seconds). Since this system

configuration must guarantee that even under high thermal loads the coolant

temperature difference over the engine does not exceed limits critical for the

thermal stress of engine components and since it must reduce the eventuality
of temperature overshoots, conservative operating strategies are needed. This

causes engine overcooling at part-load operating conditions and at engine cold

start.
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The realization of a combined feedback and feedforward control structure

permits to improve system response time as well as robustness. The feedfor¬

ward control structure includes a model based estimator for the engine block

as well as for the cylinder wall temperature for both the electrical bypass valve

and the cooling pump. This leads to almost negligible temperature overshoots

at engine cold start as well as to just a small temperature limit cycle or none at

all during stationary operating conditions.

The reduction in fuel consumption measured on the test bench at cold start

under stationary engine operating conditions varies between 2.8 and 4.5% of

the value obtained with an engine of the conventional design. The fact that the

reduction in fuel consumption obtained for engine cold start during the

MVEG-A test cycle also amounts to 3% of the consumption obtained with a

conventional configuration of the cooling circuit is significant as well. Better

yet, those results can be extended to other test cycles. Indeed, as Figs. 5-1 and

5-3 for stationary engine operating conditions and Fig. 5-8, pg. 110 for the

MVEG-A test cycle clearly show, the effective engine operating point only

marginally affects the trajectories of coolant and oil temperatures during

engine cold start.

At stationary engine operating conditions alone, the reduction in fuel con¬

sumption is even more evident, especially for very low engine loads. As dis¬

played in Table 5-1, pg. 106 the reduction then varies between 3.1% and

7.4%. Compared to such complex measures as vehicle mass reduction or

internal engine improvements to reduce fuel consumption, the low cost as well

as the simplicity and flexibility of implementing the solution proposed here is

very convincing.

The results obtained can be also extrapolated to larger SI engines of different

sizes. Since for small SI engines as the one considered in the present work the

ratio of coolant heat flow over the brake power is higher than for SI engines
with larger displacements ([41], Ch. 12), the percentage in the reduction of

fuel consumption due to variations of the coolant temperature might therefore

diminish for larger SI engines.
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The proposed configuration of the cooling system permits to considerably
reduce the coolant mass flow and therefore the energy needed by the pump.

For the experiments conducted in both configurations of the cooling system
the power to the cooling pump is externally supplied. This implies that the

reduction in the energy need of the pump is not reflected in the global fuel

consumption. In conventional configurations the cooling pump is directly
belt-driven by the engine, with efficiencies of around 95%. This value is much

higher than the 60 to 80% achievable with an electrical cooling pump, where

the alternator first has to transform the energy from the engine from mechani¬

cal to electrical. However, the global energy needed by the electrical cooling

pump still is considerably lower than that required by the mechanical pump.

At part-load operation, the required energy can be reduced by a factor of six.

The advantage of operating the cooling pump as well as other auxiliaries

electrically is evident when the possibility of recuperating vehicle kinetic

energy during the braking phases is considered. Indeed, the recuperated

energy can be used for supplying the auxiliary devices. Furthermore, the pos¬

sibility of integrating air conditioning system, catalyst heating devices, sec¬

ondary heaters, and other devices in the thermomanagement enables the

development of new strategies aiming at the reduction of fuel consumption
and emission.
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Appendix A

Emulation Parameters

A.l MVEG-A test cycle

The European Directive 70/220/ECE prescribes a test cycle known as

MVEG-A cycle ([681) or NEDC. For a vehicle with a manual shift gear box,

the gear ranges are prescribed. The velocity profile as well as the prescribed

gears are shown in Fig. A-l.
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Figure A-l: Prescribed velocity and gears during MVEG-A test cycle
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The cycle is also known as EC, ECE, EEC or EU test cycle. It consists of an

urban part, known as ECE, and an extraurban part, also denominated EUDC.

The whole cycle lasts 1180 seconds for a global course of 11.007 km at a

mean velocity of 33.6 km/h.

A.2 Vehicle parameters

Parameter Symbol Value Unit

Vehicle mass mv 800 Lkg]

Vehicle front surface A 2.0 [m2J

Wheel radius r 0.25 [ml

Aerodynamic coefficient ru> 0.25 [-]

Velocity-dependent roll coefficient krol, v 9.9- I0~D [nT2/s~2l

Roll coefficient k
,rol

wv2+o-9
100

H

1st gear ratio iGl 0.268 [-1

2nd gear ratio lG2 0.488 [-]

3rd gear ratio lG3 0.758 [-]

4th gear ratio lGA 1.031 L-l

5th gear ratio 'G5 1.266 [-]

Differential gear ratio ldiff 0.241 [-]



A.3 Engine parameters

Parameter Symbol Value Unit

Stroke H 0.054 [m]

Cylinder diameter Din 0.065 [m]

Number of cylinders "c
2 [-]

Inertia ®ICE 0.05 [kgm2]

Fuel consumption at idle FCuUc 7.3 10~5 [kg/sj

Idling speed nICE, idle 880 [rpm]

Volume of coolant in the tubes con¬

necting engine and bypass valve
Vl-2 0.23 [1]

Volume of coolant in the tubes con¬

necting bypass valve and radiator
Vi-5 0.7 [1J

Volume of coolant in the tubes con¬

necting bypass valve and mixing

point

Vl-4 0.09 LU

Volume of coolant in the tubes con¬

necting mixing point and engine
"4-6 0.46 [1]
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Appendix B

Thermal Model of the Engine

This appendix contains a description of the model and of the coefficients

used for the design of the feedforward controller as described in Chapter 3.

B.l Equations describing the model

The following eqs. (B.l) to (B.3) describe the third-order system obtained in

Chapter 6.

dT.
_ _ _,.

(B.l)
eng, out ^~\\\ c ^-c\ eb ^-r

dt
cpc mc

Cpc mc
•^r^f-^«?,/»)

a2
' (

eng, m eb' a3
' ^

eng, out eng, /V-l'

dTw Qew-Qwc
~Jf

= _£i» ikl
= (B.2)dt

V
•

mw

• [4, v(TICE< HICE^ ~

al (Tk - Teng, m^
cpw mM
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dTeb Qç,eb + QlrQrrr+Qex,eh
—— _ _ (d.j)
dt Cpeb mcb + Cpoil m0ii

cpeb meb + Cpoil moii
a2

' (Teng, m ^ei) + Z2^TICE' nICE^

+ cr Teb + C2
• reb + C3

' Kb + dl' Teng, in
+ d2 ' Teng, in

r"\
r
4

+ ch '

Teng, in
+ d

4
'

^«g, m

The coefficients cip a0, a^ listed in eqs. (B.4) to (B.6) only depend on the

engine geometry and are therefore valid for all the engine operating points
considered:

2-X -A -a

=

M W

(B4)1 c 2-X
,

+ a-d
V ;

a2 = zc-a-Aeh, (B.5)

a3
=

cpc mc . (B.6)

B.2 Coefficients

The coefficients listed below depend on the engine operating point as well as

on the engine geometry. Based on the equations listed below, maps for each

parameter can be processed.

From the model of the system described in Chapter 3 it results:

zl
= Qg)W{nICElbmep) (B.7)
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~z2 = 87680 • Vd •

n[CE +
iT0'5 • Vd •

»/C£ (214263 • Uv (B.8)

+ 1058 • # • nv ©/C£ + 9928 • bmep) +Aeb> irr airr Tamb

„
4

+ A
eb, irr

" 8 ' U ' ^mb + Aex, eb
'

aex, eb
' Tex

h = ~ Vd »ICE + J*""0'5 Vd »ICE (-905 • ny (B.9)

-4.5 • H • nr •

«/CE
- 41 frwep) - Aehi irr airr

+ Aex, eb
'

aex, eb

b2 = Vd -

n/C2i +
D^°'5 " Vd nICE (2'5 • nv + °-0i ' H • nv • n (B"10)

+ 0.1 • bmep)

b3 = -1 10
3

• Vd nICE + D
°'5

• Vd nJCE (-2 • 10
3

• Uv (B. 11)

-1 • 10""5 • H nv •

»/<rE- 1 • 10"4 • bmep)

b4 = Aeb,irr-*'° ^

cl = 350.5 • Vrf •

nWE + D
°"5

• Vd nICE (-856 • I7y (B. 13)

-4.2 • H • Tlv nJCE-39J • bmep)

c2 = -Vd nJCE +
D~°-5 Vd nWE (2.4 • n,. (B.14)

+ 0.01 H-nv-nJCE + OA -bmep)

r3 = -I • 10
3

• Vd •

nICE + D
°^

• Vd •

nJCE
• ( -2 10

3
• Hv (B.15)

-1 • 10~5 H n •

»/CE- 1 10"4 • &;/!<>/>)
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The geometry of the engine used in this thesis work is known. Thus the coef¬

ficients defined above for the specific engine tested can be expressed by the

following equations:

z2
= 4754 + (784 + 0.2 •

co/C£ + L3.9 • bmep) ©/C£ (B.16)

+ 1.5 • T
ex, gas

c{ = (- 2884 + 0.0008 •

a>/C£- 0.056 • bmep) <ùjce (BAI)

c2 = (0.0088 + 2.2 • 10
6

•

co/CE + 0.0001 • bmep) &[CE (B.18)

c3 = (-8.33- 10
6
- 2.13 • 10

9

-cùice (B.19)

-7
-1.5-10 • bmep) (.0jCE

b{ = 17.5 + (- 3.3 - 0.0008 • o/r£-0.06 • bmep) •

©/Œ (B.20)

b2 = (0.009 + 2.32 • 10
6

•

coICE + 0.00016 • bmep) lùjce (B.21)

_6 -9

/?3 = (ùice (- 8.33 • 10 - 2.13 • 10 •

toJCE /^ 0j\

-7
-1.5-10 • bmep)

bA = 2.13- 10
8

(B.23)
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Appendix C

Error Estimation

The estimation of the measurement errors is of fundamental importance for

the evaluation of any experimental results. This appendix thus contains a brief

overview of the error estimation relative to the measurements conducted.

First, the terminology is defined. A general configuration of an ideal meas¬

urement system is plotted in Fig. C-1 ([55J). Given a (P) dimensional vector of

values to be measured, a sensor system first transforms these inputs. The units

of the (P) dimensional output of the sensor system ys(t) normally differ from

those of the input values y(t). A reconstruction system containing the inverse

function of the sensor system is thus needed in order to obtain the correct

physical units of the measured values yJf). The system is defined as ideal

since:

_1

y(t) = DM-y(t) = DR-Ds-y(t) = Ds >Ds-y(t) = y(t) (CI)

y(t) y(t)

(P)

Measurement system

uM(t) = y(t) Sensor

system

ys(t)

(P)

yM(t) = y(t)
i

(P)

Figure C-l: Ideal measurement system

Nevertheless, real systems are characterized by errors. In the following, only
time independent errors caused by an undesired dynamic behaviour of the
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measurement system are considered. This kind of error disappears when, as

here, stationary operating conditions are analysed.

There are systematic and random errors. Under identical measurement con¬

ditions the systematic errors always produce the same measured values. Since

they are reproducible they can be measured and compensated during calibra¬

tion procedures. On the other hand, random errors are not reproducible, and

the values measured can vary between one measurement and another. Assum¬

ing that various measurements have been taken, random errors can be charac¬

terized by means of statistical instruments ([12], [55]). Based on the n

measurements taken the mean value li and the standard deviation a,, can
y m ym

be derived:

a = J^-l
. (C.2)

ym \ n-\

Since the standard deviation is independent of the distribution of the meas¬

urement results, it can be used to characterize the random error:

e = g
. (C.3)

SM SM

Generally stated, the value to be measured and the measured value are pro¬

portional:

ym
= kM~y (C4)

For all the measured variables considered in this work kM = 1. Indeed, the

values obtained from the measurements have the same units as the value to be

measured.
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Usually, a measurement system is first calibrated in order to define the

standard deviation and the distribution of the measurements. In this case the

value to be measured y^ remains constant. When only random errors are

present, the measured value is not constant, but varies in a confidence range

whose amplitude depends on the confidence limit chosen:

yM = yi±r<y-(Jym
(C.5)

The value of t depends on the confidence limit chosen and on the kind of

distribution obtained during the measurements. The distribution of the meas¬

ured value for calibration purposes is shown in Fig. C-2 (a), where t = 1.

CALIBRATION

um>Ym

yM = y1 ïu

yM = kMy

y = uM

um>Ym

MEASUREMENT

'

ym = kM y

y = uM

yi =ymi =(yMi±^

Figure C-2: Confidence interval for calibration (a) or measurements (b)

Once the system is calibrated for random errors either a single measurement

or various measurements can be conducted. The difference between the two

cases is explained below.

From a single measurement yM the original value y
t
cannot be determined

unambiguously. Nevertheless, when more measurements are taken, given that

the standard deviation and the distribution of the measured values are known,
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the estimated value y^ corresponding to the original value y^ can be found

with a defined confidence level within the confidence interval u centred

on the measured value yM :

V = y
Mi

± fa GvM
=

-VM,
± "y, a

' (C-6)

as shown in Fig. C-2 (b) for t = 1.

With an increasing number of measurements within the same system config¬
uration the mean value li

,

with increasing precision estimates the correct
A V

value yM that corresponds to the original value y. The confidence interval

thus decreases as the number of measurements n increases, as follows ([201,

[55]):

CTv

a/»

making the estimation of the correct value more and more precise:

ym
= ^±HM' (Q-^

From the confidence interval and the mean value the relative error of the

measurements can be calculated as well:

2- \u
bv ~

^lv

•100. (C.9)

\M

In the following an error estimation analysis is conducted on the conven¬

tional and on the improved configuration of the cooling system for each of the

engine operating points considered in Section 5.2 for engine cold start. The

aim of the experiments is the definition of the integral fuel consumption over

the first 40 minutes from engine cold start, as plotted in Fig. 5-6. In this case,

considering the experimental setup, three different sources of systematic and

random errors can be located:
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• engine torque
• engine speed
• fuel flow

Both engine speed and torque are controlled to be constant. Therefore during

an engine cold-start experiment numerous engine speed and torque measure¬

ments of the same engine operating point are obtained. For the error estima¬

tion engine speed and torque are measured every 60 seconds. For three cold-

start measurements over 40 minutes, n - 120 measurements are obtained.

Table C-1 presents the confidence interval and relative error of engine speed

and torque measurements for the two different configurations of the cooling

system and for the first of the engine operating points considered (2500 rpm, 2

bar) for a normal distribution and a confidence level P = 95.5 % (i. e.

ta = 1.98, [55]).

For the determination of the error encountered in the measurements of fuel

flow a different approach is needed. Indeed, it would be wrong to assume that

variations in the fuel consumption measured are only caused by random errors

in the measurement system since the non-stationary engine thermal conditions

as well as EGR phenomena affect the effective fuel consumption. For this rea¬

son a moving average over time was considered for the fuel mass flow. Indeed,

the fuel mass flow over three time intervals of 10 minutes each is analysed. As

Table C-1 shows for the lowest engine load measured, the mean value of the

fuel flow diminishes with increasing time from cold start due to the fact that

the engine reaches more and more favourable thermal conditions (see Fig. 5-

3). In each of the three intervals considered the mean value, as well as the

standard deviation and the confidence interval are calculated. The resulting
relative error is displayed in the last column in Table C-1.

Engine cold start under stationary operating conditions was performed for

two further engine operating points (Chapter 5.2). The results in terms of rela¬

tive error for torque, speed, and fuel flow measurements are calculated for

these engine operating points as well. The results are displayed in Tables C-2

and C-3. It can be observed that the relative error in the engine torque dimin¬

ishes with increasing engine torques, in accordance with the specifications

provided by the test bench producer.



Table C-1: Partial random error (cold start at 2500 rpm, 2 bar)

Configu¬
ration

Variable
Mean

value

Standard

deviation

Confid.

interval

Relative

error

Convent.

Engine

torque

5.79

[Nm]

0.1426

[Nm]

± 0.0255

[Nm]

0.88

Engine

speed

2491

[rpm]

3.0918

[rpm]

± 0.5520

[rpm]

0.04

[%]

Fuel cons.

[30...40min]

1.005

[1/h]

0.0056

[1/h]

±0.0014

[1/h]

0.28

[%]

Fuel cons.

[20...30min]

1.012

[1/h]

0.0075

[1/h]

± 0.0019

[1/h]

0.37

[%]

Fuel cons.

[10...20min]

1.013

[1/h]

0.0083

[1/h]

± 0.0021

[1/h]

0.41

[%]

Improved

Engine

torque

5.82

[Nm]

0.1004

[Nm]

±0.0180

[Nm]

0.62

[%]

Engine

speed

2492

[rpm]

4.5861

[rpm]

±0.8188

[rpm]

0.07

L%]

Fuel cons.

[3()...40min]

0.93

[1/h]

0.0046

[1/h]

±0.0016

[1/h]

0.25

[%]

Fuel cons.

[2()...30min]

0.95

[1/h]

0.0070

[1/h]

±0.0018

[1/h]

0.37

[%]

Fuel cons.

[l()...20min]

0.96

[1/h]

0.0086

[1/h]

± 0.0021

[1/h]

0.45

[%]



lable C-2: Partial random error (cold start at 2500 rpm, 4 bar)

Configu¬
ration

Variable
Mean

value

Standard

deviation

Confid.

interval

Relative

error

Convent.

Engine

torque

11.54

[Nm]

0.086

[Nm]

± 0.0265

[Nm]

0.46

[%]

Engine

speed

2491

[rpm]

1.0486

[rpm]

±1.2519

[rpm]

0.10

Fuel cons.

[30...40min]

1.39

[1/h]

0.0061

[1/h]

±0.0015

[1/h]

0.22

[%]

Fuel cons.

[20...30min]

1.42

[1/h]

0.0084

[1/h]

±0.0021

[1/h]

0.29

[%]

Fuel cons.

[10...20min]

1.44

[1/h]

0.0092

[1/h]

±0.0023

[1/h]

0.32

Improved

Engine

torque

11.52

[Nm]

0.0907

[Nm]

±0.0280

[Nm]

0.49

[%]

Engine

speed

2490

[rpm]

2.6670

[rpm]

± 0.824

[rpm]

0.07

[%]

Fuel cons.

[30...40min]

1.34

[1/h]

0.0041

[1/h]

±0.0010

[1/h]

0.15

[%]

Fuel cons.

[20...30min]

1.36

[1/h]

0.006

[1/h]

±0.0015

[1/h]

0.22

[%]

Fuel cons.

[10...20min]

1.37

[1/h]

0.0073

[1/h]

±0.0019

[1/h]

0.27

[%]
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Table C-3: Partial random error (cold start at 2500 rpm, 6 bar)

Configu¬
ration

Variable
Mean

value

Standard

deviation

Confid.

interval

Relative

error

Convent.

Engine

torque

17.26

[Nm]

0.0828

§[Nm]

±0.0254

[Nm]

0.29

[%1

Engine

speed

2490

[rpm]

3.7609

[rpm]

±1.1630

Lrpm]

0.09

[%]

Fuel cons.

[30...40min]

1.93

[l/h]

0.0054

[l/h]

±0.0013

[l/h]

0.14

[%]

Fuel cons.

[20...30min]

1.96

[l/h]

0.0113

[l/h]

±0.0028

[l/h]

0.29

L%]

Fuel cons.

[10...20min]

1.98

Ll/h]

0.0127

[l/h]

± 0.0032

[l/h]

0.32

[%]

Improved

Engine

torque

17.24

[Nm]

0.0359

[Nm]

±0.0111

[Nm]

0.13

[%]

Engine

speed

2489

[rpm]

3.6362

[rpm]

± 0.932

[rpm]

0.07

Fuel cons.

[30...40min]

1.87

[l/h]

0.0090

[l/h]

± 0.0022

[l/h]

0.24

[%]

Fuel cons.

[20...30min]

1.88

[l/h]

0.0109

[l/h]

± 0.0027

[l/h]

0.29

[%]

Fuel cons.

[10...20min]

L.89

[l/h]

0.0132

[l/h]

± 0.0033

[l/h]

0.35

[%]
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The aim of the measurement is to compare the integral fuel consumption
data during cold start for the two different cooling system configurations at

each of the engine operating points considered. Relative errors in the integral
fuel consumption are the sums of the relative errors of engine speed s;; and

torque e^ as well as of the fuel volume flow c^:

s = &T+ cn + £FC (CIO)

Summing up the errors of eq. (CIO) yields a conservative estimate of the

total error.

Table C-4: Results from different measurements

Engine

operating

point

System

configuration

Integral fuel

consumption
after 40 min

Li]

Relative

error

Confidence

interval

HI

2500 rpm

2 bar

Conventional 0.640 1.2 ±0.0038

Improved 0.611 0.94 ±0.0029

2500 rpm

4 bar

Conventional 0.915 0.78 ±0.0036

Improved 0.889 0.71 ±0.0032

2500 rpm

6 bar

Conventional 1.252 0.52 ±0.0032

Improved 1.211 0.44 ±0.0027

Once the relative error for the integral fuel consumption is known, the rela¬

tive confidence interval is calculated. The corresponding error of the fuel flow

measurements during the last time period ([30 ... 40min]) was considered.

Indeed, the larger relative error and standard deviation of measurements taken

before the engine reaches its thermal stationary condition (see tables C-l, C-2,
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and C-3) are due to physical phenomena (changing thermal conditions as well

as light EGR phenomena related to the pressure-wave supercharging device).

The resulting values of relative error for the integral fuel consumption are

listed in Table C-4.

For all the measurements of integral fuel consumption the confidence error

amounts to ca. 10% of the fuel consumption reduction obtained for the two

different configurations of the cooling systems. According to eq. (5.7), it is

therefore demonstrated that the fuel consumption measurements are sufficient

precise for a valid comparison between different configurations of the cooling

system.
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